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Abstract
Nanocarbon is low dimensional allotropes of carbon and each material is interesting from
the viewpoint of both fundamental physics and application. Among them, one dimensional
(1D) form of carbon: carbon nanotube (CNT) and two dimensional (2D) form of carbon:
graphene are of central interest due to the peculiarity of their electronic properties. In
this thesis, we have made transport measurements of CNT and graphene paying special
attention on dierences in monolayer and bilayer systems. More specically, we have made
transport measurements on three dimensional (3D) random networks of CNTs to seek for
electronic 1D character of CNT and on exfoliated graphene samples to study eects of O2
adsorption on the electronic properties.
An 1/3 fraction of as-synthesized CNT is normally of metallic tubes, and Another 2/3 is
of semiconducting. So far, mass production of CNTs consisting only of metallic or semicon-
ducting type has been dicult. However, the recent progress in sorting technique of CNTs
enables collecting large amount of single electronic type tubes. In this thesis, detailed trans-
port properties of pure metallic CNT networks are experimentally investigated. Networks
of metallic single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) showed 3D variable range hopping
(VRH) behaviors, which is consistent with the previous reports for unsorted samples. On
the other hand, networks of metallic double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs) showed
a power-law temperature dependence of resistivity which is consistent with the prediction
from the Tomonaga-Luttinger Liquid (TLL) theory for interacting 1D fermion systems.
The previous experiments on an individual CNT or CNT rope of 1 m long or less showed
similar power-law behaviors [1, 2, 3]. However, results in this type of experiment generally
dier sample to sample due to the lead contact eect, i.e., bulk or end contacted [1], and
the mesoscopic eect such as the Coulomb blockade [1]. Results of the present work on
the metallic DWCNT network show the power-law dependence with a reproducible and
universal power (=  0:233  0:009) which is in very good agreement with the theoretical
prediction (=  0:24) for bulk-contacted TLL [4, 5, 6, 7]. This shows that DWCNTs have
better connectivity at CNT-CNT junctions (or rope-rope junctions) than SWCNTs.
It was recently reported that sulfur atoms introduced inside CNT form stable 1D chain
which becomes metallic due to the eective high pressure environment conned in such a
nano space [8]. In this thesis, transport properties of purely metallic SWCNT and DWCNT
networks with sulfur chains were investigated. In SWCNT, a signicant increase of con-
ductivity due to the sulfur chain formation was conrmed, while no change was observed in
DWCNT. And neither SWCNT nor DWCNT showed any change in the conduction mecha-
nism such as the VRH or TLL mechanism. This result can be explained as follows. At least
some parts of the sulfur chains are indeed metallic, but their lengths are not long enough
to improve drastically the junction conductance. In the case of DWCNT, the metallicity
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of sulfur chains is masked probably by the insucient conductivity of the inner wall. It
might be expected that the sulfur chains become superconducting at low temperatures as
bulk sulfur which becomes superconducting below T = 10-17 K at very high pressures
above 90 GPa [9]. Our transport measurements down to 0.27 K, however, showed no sign
of superconductivity.
Since conduction characteristics of graphene can be changed largely by gas molecules
adsorption [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], possible application to gas sensors have extensively been
conducted [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. As graphene with higher crystallinity is usually obtained
by exfoliation in the air, it is important to know the eect of oxygen and nitrogen gas
adsorption. So far, it is known that bilayer (BL) graphene can be hole-doped by exposure
to oxygen gas [12, 14] and that time evolution of the doping follows the power-law rather
than the Langmuirian (exponential) behavior. In monolayer (ML) graphene, a similar
hole-doping has also been observed but in a much shorter time scale [21]. In this thesis,
we measured time evolutions of the gate voltage (Vg) vs. resistance data for exfoliated
BL and ML graphene samples after O2 exposure. In this experiment, we constructed a
homemade indium microsoldering apparatus, with which we can fabricate four-terminal
microelectrodes on an exfoliated graphene sample of 10 m long without contaminating
its surface unlike the conventional lithography method. For BL graphene, our data are in
good agreement with the previous report [12]. However, they can be tted much better to
a double-exponential function in time (t) (or single-exponential plus t-linear dependence)
rather than the simple power-law claimed by the previous workers [12]. We found that
the ML graphene shows nearly the same feature as BL one. However, most importantly,
the amount of hole-doping is much less in ML than BL by an order of magnitude. This
is possibly because of higher reactivity with oxygen molecules at defect sites especially
near the edges in BL than ML. The two-stage behavior of resistance change suggests the
existence of multiple processes of chemisorption.
We also examined the eect of oxygen adsorption at lower temperatures down to 1.6
K. Both before and after the oxygen adsorption the graphene samples showed a 2D VRH
behavior. The characteristic temperature T0 in the VRH theory increases by oxygen adsorp-
tion, indicating that the hole-doping by the adsorption strengthens electron localization.
Since pristine graphene has no band gap, controlled creation of the band gap is very
important for device application. It is theoretically predicted that when atoms or molecules
are adsorbed on graphene with periodicity of (n
p
3  np3)R30graphene acquires the
gap due to symmetry breaking of the honeycomb lattice [22]. In this work, we tried to
conrm this by Kr adsorption. Kr was selected as adsorbent as it is the largest (heaviest)
noble gas atom which is capable of forming the (
p
3  p3)R30structure on a graphite
surface. Exfoliated graphite with a large surface area was used as a buer to control the
areal density of adsorbent precisely. However, a result of Kr adsorption experiment on
a suspended graphene sample was unsuccessful to detect measurable change in transport
property. This is presumably indicative of a too small eect on the hopping integral of
electrons in graphene produced by the Kr physisorption.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Carbon nanotube
Carbon nanotube (CNT) is a tube of nanometer size diameter made of carbon atoms, and
often referred to as one-dimensional isomer of carbon. CNTs are mechanically strong in ax-
ial direction [1] and are already applied to ber material. Extensive researches are ongoing
towards applications utilizing mechanical and electronic properties of CNTs. Nowadays,
CNT is so common that even people not familiar with science know its name.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of possible CNTs have been reported
as early as 1952, as hollow graphitic carbon bers [2]. They were rst regarded as an
unnecessary by-product of coal and steel industry processing [3]. In 1991, Sumio Iijima
synthesized multi-walled CNTs and identied their atomic structure by electron diraction
method [4], which is now recognized as the discovery of CNT. It is noted that in 1976
Morinobu Endo and his group [5] were able to reveal the successful synthesis of single-
walled carbon nanotube (SW-CNT) by TEM imaging.
A CNT is interpreted as rolled graphene. CNTs are classied by how they are rolled. The
way of rolling graphene is characterized by a vector on the honeycomb lattice of graphene
(Fig. 1). Merging two carbon atoms at the starting point and the ending point of the
vector makes a CNT. The vector is called a chiral vector and can be represented as linear
combination of primitive vectors of the honeycomb lattice of graphene. The set of two
coecients for the primitive vectors (n;m) is called chiral index, which can be used to
specify the structure of CNT. The diameter d of the CNT is calculated as follows:
d =
a
p
m2 +mn+ n2

(1)
where a = 0:246 nm is lattice constant of graphene. Particularly, CNT with n = m is
called armchair type as the cut edge of it becomes armchair edge, and similarly CNT with
m = 0 is called zigzag type. Other CNTs are called chiral type.
Electronic properties of CNT is drastically changed depending on the chiral index. Elec-
tronically, a CNT is seen as graphene with periodic boundary condition in the rst place.
Whether k vector satises the periodic boundary condition changes the situation. k vector
is represented as (2b1 + b2)=3 using reciprocal primitive vectors b1, b2. Therefore, the
1
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a1
a2
Ch = na1 + ma2
T
Fig. 1 Lattice vectors on a honeycomb
lattice to classify CNTs. Ch is the chiral
vector and n and m are chiral indices.
T is the tube axis of the resulting CNT.
ja1j = ja2j = 0:246 nm.
condition is written as
Ch  k = (na1 +ma2) 

2b1 + b2
3

=
4n+ 2m
3
= 2l (2)
, 2n+m = 3l (3)
, m  n = 3l0: (4)
with integers l, l0. If this condition is satised (i.e., m n = 3l0), the CNT is metallic type.
If not (m n = 3l0 1), there is nite gap between the conduction band and valence band
and the CNT is semiconducting type. One can make a kind of periodic table for CNTs
based on chiral index (Fig. 2). As CNTs are one-dimensional, they have spike-like Van Hove
Fig. 2 Periodic table for CNTs (Ref. [6]). (0; 0) is the starting point of the chiral vector.
The chiral indices are assigned for each ending point. Resulting CNTs are either metallic or
semiconducting type.
singularities in the density of states [7]. They have mirror-image spikes around the Fermi
energy. A plot of energy separation between corresponding Van Hove singularities against
tube diameter is called Kataura plot [8] (Fig. 3), which can be used to obtain chirality
information from measured optical property. CNTs that have almost the same diameters
may have dierent chiral index, therefore dierent electronic properties.
Arc discharge method was used when Iijima synthesized CNTs in 1991 [4]. During the
DC arc-discharge with carbon electrodes, the carbon is evaporated and CNTs are grown
2
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Fig. 3 Kataura plot (Ref. [8]). Calcu-
lated energy separation (gap) between
corresponding Van Hove singularities
are plotted as a function of tube diam-
eter. The solid symbols are for metallic
CNTs and the open ones for semicon-
ducting. The double circles are for arm-
chair CNTs. The arrows show the diam-
eter distribution span caused by use of
catalyst.
on the negative electrode. While the method uses higher temperature above 1700C and
the yield is lower, obtained CNTs have fewer structural defects than other methods [9].
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) can also be obtained in this method by using
graphite electrodes including catalytic metals [10, 11].
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method [12] is now common synthesis method of CNT.
It uses metal particles as catalyst. The catalyst particles are embedded in support material
with large surface area to achieve higher yield. Catalyst particles are then heated up to
approximately 700C in the reactor and gas phase substance containing carbon atoms is
supplied. CNTs are therefore grown on the catalyst particles. Diameter of obtained CNTs
depend on that of the catalyst particles. Addition of water into the reactor improves the
eciency of the growth of CNTs, which is known as super-growth [13]. The metal particles
stay on the CNTs have to be removed afterwards by acid treatment, annealing [14] or
centrifugation [15].
Double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs) can be synthesized by above methods by
tuning the conditions [16, 17]. Peapod method is another way of synthesizing DWCNTs,
which uses predened SWCNTs and fullerene (C60) molecules. SWCNT with C60 molecules
inside ((C60)n@SWCNT) is called peapod [18, 19]. Ecient way of synthesizing peapods
is heating C60 molecules with SWCNTs at 400C [20]. The structure is unchanged up to
800C, but the C60 molecules start to coalesce above 800C and most of them turn into
DWCNTs at 1200C [21].
Thanks to the van der Waals force, CNTs attract each other. The CNT-CNT potential
in parallel conguration has a minimum at certain distance, which depends on the tube
radius (Fig. 4) [22]. The binding energy calculated for two parallel CNTs [23] gets higher
for larger tube radius (Fig. 5), and larger number of walls, in case of multi-walled CNT
(Fig. 6). Also, the hydrophobic nature of CNTs helps them to aggregate in solution.
Therefore, CNTs tend to form bundles or ropes consisting of 50-100 individual CNTs. To
obtain individual CNTs out of bundles, surfactants such as sodium dodecyl sulfate, sodium
3
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Fig. 4 Calculated tube-tube interaction
potential energies as a function of tube-
tube distance in parallel conguration
(Ref. [22]). The energy is normalized by
the well depth, and the distance by the
tube radius. The numbers are the tube
radii in Å.
インターネット公表に対す
る著作権者からの許諾を
得ていないため非公表
Fig. 5 Radius dependence of the binding en-
ergy of two parallel (closed square) or crossing
(closed triangle) CNTs (Ref. [23]). Results of
molecular dynamics simulation are denoted by
MD.  is the crossing angle.
インターネット公表に対
する著作権者からの許諾
を得ていないため非公表
Fig. 6 Wall number dependence of the binding
energy of two parallel (square) or crossing (circle)
CNTs (Ref. [23]).  is the crossing angle.
dodecyl benzene sulfonate, or sodium carboxymethyl cellulose are used. Alternatively,
as-grown individual CNTs can also be used.
Especially for electronic applications, separation of metallic and semiconducting CNTs
is important. Not only the physical size, chemical reactivity of a CNT is also aected
by its chirality, as the density of states at Fermi energy is modied. Density gradient
ultracentrifugation (centrifugation with acceleration 105  106 g) with optimum surfactant
enables the sorting of CNTs by diameter, bandgap and electronic type (Fig. 7) [24], or
even by chirality [25]. Separation by electronic type with normal speed centrifugation
( 104 g), combined with selective trap by agarose gel, is also reported [26]. Sorting is also
possible with chromatography. Using the size exclusion chromatography, not only sorting
by size [27], separation by electronic type is also achieved [28]. DNA-wrapping of CNT
followed by ion exchange chromatography is used to separation by chirality [29, 30].
Basically the same Raman peaks as graphene also appears in Raman spectroscopy on
carbon nanotubes, but with some modications. Optical vibration modes that are longi-
tudinal and transverse to the tube axis are not identical due to the curvature of the tube,
4
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Fig. 7 CNTs sorted by the density gradi-
ent ultracentrifugation technique (Ref. [24]).
Higher density solution ows into the cen-
trifuge tube form the bottom. The CNT
solution shows various colors reecting its
electronic property.
Fig. 8 Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) type peak
observed in Raman spectrum on CNT sam-
ple with diameter 1.490.2 nm (Ref. [31]).
The solid line is experimental data and
the dashed lines are ttings to multiple
Lorentzians and BWF shape centered at
1545 cm  1.
and resulting G peak splits into two peaks: G+ and G-. Raman shift of G- peak varies de-
pending on the tube diameter because it comes from transverse mode. There also appears
additional peak, which comes from radial breathing mode (RBM). Raman shift of RBM is
inversely proportional to the tube diameter.
For metallic CNTs, G- peak get additional modication. As the system is complex of
continuous electron states and discrete phonon states, G- peak becomes asymmetric Breit-
Wigner-Fano (BWF) shape (Fig. 8) [31]. This enables the determination whether the CNTs
are metallic or not without performing transport measurement.
1.2. Graphene
Graphene is a monoatomic sheet of carbons, viewed as isolated single layer out of layered
material, graphite. Theoretically, it has been object of consideration since 1940s and its
peculiar linear energy dispersion relation was known [32]. It was in 2004 when experimental
isolation of graphene out of graphite was realized [33]. It was surprising because you can
easily obtain an ideal 2-dimensional electron system, which also remains stable in the atmo-
sphere. From the viewpoint of fundamental physics, too, graphene has curious properties
including the Dirac fermion behavior of quasiparticles in it explained in relativistic quan-
tum mechanics. Since then, experimental research on graphene spread quickly. Electron
mobility at room temperature on SiO2 substrate is reported to be  15; 000 cm2=Vs [33],
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while mean free path is reported to be over 1 m [34], both being high values. It is also
mechanically strong and exible. So, applications to the devices, including spintronics, are
expected.
From the viewpoint of fundamental physics, graphene's distinctive energy band structure
is a subject of the interest. The bands are crossing each other linearly at K and K' points
in Brillouin zone. The bands forming cones are called Dirac cones, and the vertex is called
Dirac point (Fig. 9). Graphene is called massless Dirac fermion system as quasiparticles
in linear dispersion relation region neighboring the Dirac point are described by Dirac
Hamiltonian for massless fermion (Weyl Hamiltonian) .
Fig. 9 Energy band structure of graphene ob-
tained by tight-binding calculation [35].
Using eld eect transistor (FET) structure, Fermi energy of graphene can be tuned by
manipulating the electrochemical potential with gate voltage, as it is only one-atom-thick
layer. The gate voltage dependence of conductance measured by sweeping the gate voltage
reects the energy band structure. Gate voltage dependence of resistance shows the peak
structure called Dirac peak when the Fermi energy crosses the Dirac point and the carrier
density decreases, where conductivity shows minimum, while resistance shows maximum
(Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10 Gate voltage dependence of
sheet resistances of monolayer (1L)
and multilayer (212L) graphenes [36].
The resistance reaches maximum (Dirac
peak) when the Fermi energy crosses the
Dirac point.
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1.3. Transport properties in nanocarbon materials
1.3.1. Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL)
Electron system with spacial dimension higher than one is described with Fermi liquid
theory. For free electron system, the states are occupied from low energy up to Fermi
energy. Therefore, distribution function for the system looks like a step function (Fig. 11).
For electrons with interaction, the distribution is modied, still with nite discontinuity at
the Fermi energy. The step height correspond to the fraction of the elementary fermionic
excitations that remains in this quasiparticle state. Finite discontinuity means that the
lifetime of quasiparticles near Fermi level is long enough, which makes Fermi liquid theory
work. However, in one dimensional system, Fermi surface disappears and Fermi liquid
theory fails. Fermionic excitations can no longer survive and are converted into collective
ones. The system is described with Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) theory instead.
EF E
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Fig. 11 left: Distribution function of electrons systems in spacial dimensions higher than one.
There is a nite discontinuity at the Fermi energy EF. right: Distribution function of one dimen-
sional electron system. There is no discontinuity at EF.
Instead of original free electron model, purely linear spectrum is considered on Tomonaga-
Luttinger model [37, 38]. Fermionic operator close to the Fermi surface is written as
 (x) = 1


" X
 <k kF<
eikxck +
X
 <k+kF<
eikxck
#
(5)
where 
 = L for one dimension. Thus it is decomposed into right movers and left movers
 (x) =  R(x) +  L(x): (6)
g1, g2 and g4 scattering processes are possible (Fig. 12). If spin is ignored for simplicity
here, the g1 process is identical to g2, since the nal state of g1 is transformed to that of g2
by exchanging the particles. Using bosonization, g4 process of right movers can be written
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Fig. 12 Scattering processes near the Fermi energy in one dimensional system.
as
g4
2
 yR(x) R(x) 
y
R(x) R(x) =
g4
2
RR (7)
=
g4
2
1
(2)2
(r r)2 (8)
and similarly for left movers (    !  + ), with bosonic elds  and . Total g4
interaction is then
g4
(2)2
Z
dx

(r)2 + (r)2 (9)
and it renormalizes the velocity of excitations vF to
u = vF

1 +
g4
vF

: (10)
g2 process can be written as
g2 
y
R(x) R(x) 
y
L(x) L(x) = g2R(x)L(x) (11)
=
g2
(2)2
(r r)(r+r) (12)
=
g2
(2)2

(r)2   (r)2 ; (13)
which modies not only the velocity but also relative weights of the r and r. The whole
Hamiltonian can be written as
H =
1
2
Z
dx
h
uK ((x))2 +
u
K
(r(x))2
i
(14)
where (x) = 1

r(x) (conjugate momentum) with two parameters u and K.
uK = vF

a+
g4
2vF
  g2
2vF

(15)
u
K
=

a+
g4
2vF
+
g2
2vF

(16)
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are solved as
u = vF

(1 + y4=2)
2   (y2=2)2
1=2
(17)
K =

1 + y4=2  y2=2
1 + y4=2 + y2=2
1=2
(18)
where yi = gi=(vF). Therefore, one dimensional interacting system is described by free
bosons. K is interpreted as interaction of quasiparticles; K > 1 is attractive and K < 1 is
repulsive.
When spin freedom is introduced, g1 process is no longer identical to g2. The g1 process
is included as
H1 =
Z
dxg1k
X

h
 yL; 
y
R; L; R;
i
+ g1?
X

h
 yL; 
y
R;  L;  R;
i
: (19)
After bosonization, the total Hamiltonian separates into charge part and spin part:
H = H +H (20)
with H again purely quadratic, but H not:
H = H
0
 +
2g1?
(2)2
Z
dx cos(2
p
2) (21)
where H0 is quadratic. Parameters are also separated into u, K and u, K. Charge
and spin excitations now move individually and called spinon and holon. This charge-spin
separation is an important consequence of the 1D model.
Physical quantities can now be computed [39] using modied spectrum:
(p) = ujpj = u2jnj
L
: (22)
For simplest example, specic heat is:
CV =
dE
dT
=
d
dT
X
p 6=0
(p)fB ((p)) (23)
= 2
X
p 6=0
(p)2
e(p)
(e(p)   1)2 (24)
=
u2
4T 2
X
p 6=0
p2
sinh2(up=2)
(25)
=
u2
4T 2
L
2

28
3(u)3

(26)
=
T
u

L
3

: (27)
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For comparison, in case of free fermions:
E = 2
X
p
Fp fF(
F
p ) (28)
CV =
L
vF
2
Z 1
 1
d
2
4 cosh2(=2)
(29)
=
T
vF

L
3

: (30)
Similarly, thermodynamic (static) quantities such as susceptibility and compressibility look
like those of Fermi liquid, except for renormalized coecients.
For dynamic quantities, the situation changes. Single particle Green's function is given
by
GR(r) =  h R(r) yR(0)i (31)
=  e
ikFx
2
hei((r) (r))e i((0) (0))i (32)
=  e
ikFx
2
e 

K +K 1
2
F1(r) + F2(r)

(33)
where
F1(r) =
1
2
log

x2 + (uj j+ )2
2

(34)
F2(r) =  iArg(y + ix) (35)
y = u + Sign() (36)
Using this, occupation factor is given by
n(k) =
Z
dxe ikxGR(x;  = 0 ) (37)
=
Z
dxei(kF k)x
 1
2
e
 
h
K+K 1
2
F1(x;=0 )+F2(x;=0 )
i
: (38)
At T = 0 this gives
n(k) =
Z
dxei(kF k)x
 1
2

p
x2 + 2
K+K 1
2
e iArg( +ix); (39)
which is the Fourier transform of a power law. The resulting power law behavior of the
occupation factor
n(k) / jk   kFjK+K
 1
2
 1 (40)
characterizes TLL. Similarly, dynamic quantities obtained from correlation function, such
as T1 in NMR and electrical conductivity, behave as power law.
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In 1950, Tomonaga showed that low energy excitation of the system is described by two
collective modes behave like bosons [37], followed by more general consideration by Lut-
tinger in 1963 [38]. The model they considered is now called Tomonaga-Luttinger model.
Later in 1981, Haldane stated that the behavior is common characteristics for 1D many-
body system with interactions [40], and now is being conrmed in many models. Nowadays,
spinon and holon are handled with conformal eld theory and studied as Tomonaga Lut-
tinger liquid.
Tomonaga Luttinger liquid behavior is observed in various 1D systems, such as quantum
Hall edge state [41], quantum wire in semiconductor heterostructure [42], and CNT.
In CNT, there are two species of Fermions (each with two spin orientations), and thus
four degrees of freedom instead of two in a normal TLL (Fig. 13). Wave function for each
species is of the form:
 j(x; y) =  x;j(x) y;j(y) (41)
where x is along the axis of the tube and y is transverse direction. Consequently, four
collective modes are present. C As a rst approximation, one can neglect backward scat-
EF
E(k)
k
Fig. 13 Dispersion relation of (metallic) CNT
with two linear bands crossing at the Fermi
level EF.
tering and thus interactions only aects a change mode: K  = K+ = K  = 1 and only
K+ 6= 1. This gives occupation factor [39]
nbulk()  (K++K 1+ 2)=8 (42)
in the middle of the CNT. Assuming the end of the CNT as hard boundary, the occupation
factor is modied to
nend()  (K+ 1)=4: (43)
The occupation factor is reected in the transport properties. Electrons tunnel into
end/bulk of the CNT give [43, 44]
dI=dV / V  (eV  kBT )
G(T ) / T (eV  kBT ) (44)
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end
middle
nend(ε)~ε(Kρ+-1)/4 nbulk(ε)~ε(Kρ++1/Kρ+-2)/8
Fig. 14 left: occupation number for the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid (TLL) with a hard boundary.
right upper: Electron tunneling from an electrode to the end of TLL (end contacted conguration).
right lower: tunneling to the bulk state (bulk contacted conguration).
with
end = (g
 1   1)=4 (45)
bulk = (g
 1 + g   2)=8 (46)
where g is called Luttinger parameter. For nite length tube or rope, the Luttinger pa-
rameter is given by [45]
g =

1 +
2U

 1=2
(47)
where U is charging energy of the tube and  is single particle level spacing. From single-
electron transport experiments on SWCNT [46] and theoretical estimates [47], U=  6,
which yields g  0:28 and gives
end(theory) = 0:65 (48)
bulk(theory) = 0:24: (49)
The power law in transport is conrmed in experiments. Bockrath et al. showed that the
conguration of the electrode determines whether it become bulk contact or end contact
(Fig. 15) [45]. If electrodes are deposited over a CNT rope, electrons are conned between
the electrodes and result in end contact with exponent   0:6. Contrary to that, if a CNT
is put onto predened electrodes, electrons are not conned and result in bulk contact with
  0:3.
The exponent of the power law is modied for multi-walled CNTs. Tunneling into the
outermost shell of multi-walled CNT with N conducting shells gives exponents [48]
end = (g
 1   1)=4N (50)
bulk = (g
 1 + g   2)=8N: (51)
This result can also be applied to the ropes of N SWCNTs. For the limit N ! 1, the
exponents approach 0, which is the value of Fermi liquid.
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Fig. 15 An experimental realization of bulk contact and end contact [45]. Temperature dependence
of conductance of CNT with bulk contacts (left) and end contacts (right). The solid lines are raw
data and the dashed lines are corrected using Coulomb blockade model. The inset of the left
panel shows the distribution of the exponents  of power-law. The open circles are end contacted
samples and the crosses are end contacted ones.
For TLL to TLL tunneling, the Luttinger parameter is theoretically doubled [49, 50]:
end end = 2end = (g 1   1)=2 (52)
bulk bulk = 2bulk = (g 1 + g   2)=4: (53)
This was conrmed experimentally by Postma et al. [51]. They used AFM tip to bend a
SWCNT sharply to make a buckle, which they conrmed to work as end-end junction with
exponent  = 1:4. They also cut a SWCNT by AFM tip and made crossing, which works
as bulk-bulk junction with  = 0:50.
The behavior of CNT-CNT junction also depends on electronic type (metallic/semicon-
ducting) of the CNTs. While CNT-CNT junction with same electronic types show ohmic
behavior, junction with dierent types result in band bending and show Schottky behav-
ior [52].
1.3.2. Variable range hopping
In a condition such that the amount of thermally activated carriers are suciently small,
hopping conduction emerges as the major conduction mechanism. Hopping conduction is
mediated by overlapping tails of wave functions from neighboring localized states. Temper-
ature dependence of the hopping conduction is derived by qualitative consideration [53].
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Consider the localized states at energy level i near the Fermi energy : ji   j  0
(Fig. 16). Using the density of states at Fermi energy g(), the concentration of states in
g(ε)
ε
μ+ε0
μ-ε0
μ
Fig. 16 Distribution of localized states near the Fermi level . g() is the density of states at
energy .
this region is N(0) = 2g()0. Here, density of states near the Fermi energy is assumed to
be constant. Therefore, typical spacial distance between localized states is N(0) 1=d with
spacial dimension of the system d. The hopping amplitude depends on the distance and
energy spacing between the states, both exponentially. Therefore, the resistivity is written
as
 = 0 exp

N(0)
 1=d

+
0
kBT

(54)
= 0 exp
 
(2g()0)
 1=d

+
0
kBT
!
(55)
where  is the radius of localized states. This, as a function of 0, has a minimum at
0 = 0(T ) 
 
d (2g())1=d
kBT
!1+1=d
: (56)
The band with the width 0(T ) is called the optimal band.  with optimal band is therefore
(T ) = 0 exp
 
d+ 1
d

d
2g()kBT
1=(d+1)!
(57)
= 0 exp
 
(T0=T )
1=(d+1)

(58)
with
T0 =
d
kBg()d
(59)
where d is d-dependent parameter. The case of d = 3 was derived by Mott, so it is
called Mott's law. Here, average hopping length is temperature dependent, contrary to
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the nearest-neighbor hopping with constant hopping length. Eq. (58) is then called d-
dimensional variable range hopping (VRH). Arrhenius behavior results from nearest neigh-
bor hopping correspond to d = 0 case of the formula.
To obtain the value of d, further consideration with percolation method [54] is needed.
According to a calculation with three-dimensional nite sites array, 3 = 22:8  1:2 [55].
Extrapolation to innite array gives 3 = 21:2  1:2 [56]. Two-dimensional case is also
calculated in [55], which gives 2 = 13:8 0:8.
Efros and Shklovskii considered the eect of Coulomb interaction on VRH [57]. As a
result of nite Coulomb gap at the Fermi energy, d is xed to 1, regardless of the dimension
of the system. The case is called Efros and Shklovskii (ES) VRH.
The VRH contribution to the magnetoresistance is as follows [58, 59]:
G
G
=  AKK H
2
H2KK +H
2
(60)
BHKK = akBT

T0
T
1=4
; AKK = 1  exp
"
 b

T0
T
1=4#
; (61)
where a and b are constants depending on the system. KK stands for Kurobe and Kamiura.
1.3.3. Weak localization
Let  be the phase coherence length. In ideal Fermi liquid,   T 2. Here,  and T are
related as follows:
1

  T p: (62)
Therefore, phase coherence length L is as follows:
L =
p
D =
r
D
 
T p=2 (63)
where D is diusion coecient. Correction to conductivity by weak localization is in the
following form [60]:
 =
8>>><>>>:
e2
2~
r
 
D
T p=2 (d = 3)
pe2
22~
log T (d = 2)
(64)
p depends on the scattering mechanism and p < 2 for disordered system [61].
The 2D WL contribution to the magnetoresistance is as follows [62]:
G =
e2
22~

 

1
2
+
1
x

+ ln(x)

(65)
x = L2Th
4eH
~
; (66)
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where LTh is Thouless length and  (x) is the digamma function:
 (x) =
d
dx
ln (x) =
d
dx
ln
Z 1
0
tx 1e tdt

: (67)
The 3D WL contribution is as follows [63, 64]:
G =
e2
22~
r
eH
~
f3(x) (68)
f3(x) =
1X
n=0
"
2
 r
n+ 1 +
1
x
 
r
n+
1
x
!
  1p
n+ 1=2 + 1=x
#
(69)
where x is same as 2D case. The innite sum is approximated by following formula [65]:
f3(x)  2
 r
2 +
1
x
 
r
1
x
!
 

1
2
+
1
x
 1=2
 

3
2
+
1
x
 1=2
+
1
48

2:03 +
1
x
 3=2
(70)
with accuracy better than 0.1% for all x.
1.4. Objective and structure of this thesis
This thesis has the following four major objectives.
1. Investigation of electronic properties of pure CNT networks
Electronic properties (mainly transport properties) of metallic SWCNT and DWCNT
will be investigated by transport measurements in a wide temperature range down to
0.3 K and in high magnetic elds up to 9 T using CNT network samples (buckypapers)
of high sorting purity (99%) which became recently available. One of the major aims
here is to study roles of the underlying TLL nature of CNT on transport properties
of macroscopic network samples which may have wide applications.
2. Conrmation of metallicity of 1D sulfur chains embedded in CNTs and search for its
possible superconductivity
By comparing electrical conductivity of network samples of CNT with and without
1D sulfur chains, the recently reported metallicity of the sulfur chain will be tested.
The measurement will be extended below 0.3 K using a dilution refrigerator to see if
there is a superconducting transition.
3. Observation of oxygen exposure eects on transport properties of monolayer graphene
Graphene samples with high crystallinity are usually obtained by exfoliation of graphite
in the air. It is important to know the eect of exposure to oxygen gas on electronic
properties of graphene and for its application to gas sensor. Detailed time evolution
of transport properties of monolayer graphene as well as bilayer one exposed to oxy-
gen will be investigated in this research and compared with the previous research on
bilayer graphene.
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4. Attempts of band gap opening by gas adsorption
Controlled amount of Kr gas will be adsorbed on graphene to conrm the theoret-
ical prediction of bandgap opening by symmetry breaking due to atoms/molecules
adsorption.
In the rest of this thesis, Chapter 2 is devoted to describe results of the rst two objec-
tives on CNT networks. In this chapter, theoretical background and previous experimental
reports are reviewed in Section 2.1, and then experimental methods (Section 2.2), exper-
imental results and related discussions (Section 2.3) and conclusion (Section 2.4) follow.
Chapter 3 is devoted to show results of the oxygen exposure experiments on graphene.
In this chapter, after reviewing the previous experimental reports in Section 3.1, experi-
mental methods (Section 3.2), experimental results and related discussions (Section 3.3)
and conclusion (Section 3.4) are given. About the band gap opening of graphene by Kr
gas adsorption, brief descriptions are given in Chapter 4 in a similar organization to the
previous two Chapters. Finally, overall summary of this research is given in Chapter 5.
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2. Transport propert ies of metallic
carbon nanot ube network
本章については、雑誌で刊行
予定のため非公開
3. Eects of oxygen adsorption on
transport properties of graphene
3.1. Background
3.1.1. Carrier doping to graphene by adsorption of molecules1
Transport properties of graphene is sensitive to carrier density increase or decrease,
caused by adsorption of various gas molecules with charge transfer(Fig. 54), which leads
to the application to gas sensors.
ρρ
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Fig. 54 Temporal change of electrical resistivity of monolayer exfoliated graphene by gas adsorp-
tion [101]. I: vacuum, II: exposure to each gas diluted to 1 ppm with helium or nitrogen, III:
evacuation, IV:annealing at 150C.
Detection of individual adsorption and desorption of molecules has been realized with
1Surface transfer doping is argued here. Substitutional doping, meaning the alternation of carbon atoms
with other kinds of atoms, is not the subject.
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Hall resistance measurement [101]. Recently, detection of individual CO2 within 2-terminal
resistance using suspended strained graphene device [102] was also reported. These reports
qualies the capability of graphene as an ultimate gas sensor device.
Adsorbed molecule accepts electrons from graphene, or holes are doped to graphene, only
if electron anity of adsorbed molecule is higher than work function of graphene [103]. It
is conrmed that in oxygen atmosphere graphene is hole-doped [104, 105], in spite of the
electron anity 0:44 eV lower than work function of graphene 4:6 eV, prohibiting the direct
transfer of electrons. Actual transfer of electros is thought to be achieved through such
electrochemical reaction that O2 + 2H2O + 4e  ! 4OH  [106] and hole doping occurs.
Water in the atmosphere or residual water on SiO2 substrate contributes to the reaction.
In water-rich atmosphere, irreversible hole doping occurs [107]. Irreversible hole doping is
reported to occur also by long-period exposure to the atmosphere [105].
Such electrochemical reaction shown above is expected to change its reactivity by mod-
ifying Fermi energy by applying gate voltage [108, 109]. In case of hole doping by oxygen,
it indeed has been conrmed experimentally [110]. Especially in [110], temporal change
of the hole doping speed to bilayer graphene sample by oxygen was analyzed in detail, to
show that time derivative of amount of doping obeys power law function of time. It was
also reported that change in conductance (not that at Dirac point; gate voltage was not
applied) obeys double exponential function of time [111] (Fig. 55).
Fig. 55 Left: temporal change of conductance after changing the oxygen content of atmosphere
from 10% to 21%. The change well obeys double exponential function (solid line). Right: oxygen
content dependence of two rate constants k1 and k2. Solid lines are linear ts.
In this thesis, temporal change of the hole doping to monolayer graphene by oxygen is
analyzed. Also, change in the resistance at Dirac point is considered.
3.1.2. Eects of oxygen physisorption on graphene
Figure 56 shows the phase diagram of oxygen molecules adsorbed on graphite surface
without charge transfer [112]. The solid phases are all incommensurate to graphite, so no
bandgap opening by symmetry breaking is expected by oxygen physisorption on graphene.
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Fig. 56 Temperature-areal density phase diagram of oxygen molecules physisorped on
graphite [112]. 1, 2, ,  and  are all incommensurate solid phase.
While an oxygen molecule is electrically neutral, triplet conguration of electrons at the
ground state shows paramagnetism and it behaves as magnetic impurity. An example is the
Kondo eect observed on the system of oxygen molecules physisorped on gold surface [113].
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3.2. Experimental methods
3.2.1. Sample preparation for graphene
Major production methods of graphene are micromechanical cleavage method (top-down
method) [33], or SiC graphene and epitaxial growth method (bottom-up). High-quality
graphene is easily obtained in former method, which we use in our laboratory. Graphene
with large area is obtained in latter method.
Micromechanical cleavage method
In this research, mono or multilayer graphenes were obtained by exfoliating the Kish
graphite [114] by micromechanical cleavage method and transfered onto the substrate.
The procedure is described below.
Silicon wafer topped with silicon dioxide (SiO2) was used as substrate. The 285-nm-
thick SiO2 layer works as insulating layer. The Si layer was n-doped to be conducting
(0:001  0:0045 
 cm), which would work as back gate electrode to apply electric eld to
graphene.
1. Wafer cut-out
Manual scriber [115] was used to scribe the wafer surface with desired size. It must
be scribed along the crystal plane of silicon. It was then cleaved by pushing from the
back side.
The nal size of the substrates should be about 8 mm  8 mm to mount it on the
stage of the sample cell. In the beginning of the research, the substrate were cut
to nal size at this stage. There may be cracks in SiO2 layer near the edge of the
substrate (approximately 1 mm from the edge) and the insulation may be broken. So,
the substrate was kept large at this stage and cut after transferring the graphene and
locating, so that the graphene would be located at the center of the 8 mm-square-
sized substrate(Fig. 57). This procedure reduces the probability of graphene to be
located near the edge.
Small shards of substrate may fall on graphene when the substrate is scribed with
graphene on it. It was conrmed by optical microscope observation that shards
remain very near the scribed lines and do not aect the area 1mm away.
2. Substrate cleaning
Cut-out substrates were immersed in acetone and cleaned by ultrasonic cleaner [116]
for 5 minutes, followed by ultrasonic cleaning in isopropanol for 5 minutes. Substrates
were then dried by soft-baking in constant-temperature oven [117] at 110C for 5
minutes.
Next, piranha etching was done. Substrates were immersed in piranha solution, 1:1
mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide, for 15 minutes. Etched substrates
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Fig. 57 Procedure of wafer cutting. Compared to cutting the substrates to nal size at the
beginning (above), it is more ecient to cut them after the transfer and locating of graphene
(below).
were rinsed with water, followed by soft-baking in constant-temperature oven at 110C
for 5 minutes.
3. Cleavage of graphite and transfer to substrate
Small amount of Kish graphite were put on sticky side of adhesive cellophane tape or
dicing tape [118]. The tape were folded to put sticky side onto each other and then
removed to cleave the graphite. This procedure was repeated until whole the surface
is covered by graphite. Repeated cleavage makes the graphite thinner and thinner,
reaching to graphene (micromechanical cleavage method). After that, sticky side of
the tape was put on the substrate and attached rmly by pressing it using cotton-
tipped stick, plastic tweezer, or rubber eraser. This makes part of the graphenes
remain on the substrate (transfer, Fig. 58). Residual adhesive compound is reduced
if the surface is covered by graphite.
Fig. 58 Sample cleaving by micromechanical cleavage method and transferring to the sub-
strate [119].
Normally, substrates are rinsed in acetone and isopropanol to remove the residual
adhesive compound after the transfer. To avoid graphenes to be removed, ultrasonic
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cleaning is limited to few seconds, or instead just immersed for several hours without
ultrasonic cleaning. However, acetone and isopropanol may leave contaminants in
liquid or in air on the surface when they evaporate. As surface-sensitive phenomenon
are dealt with in this research, the cleaning was skipped. Eect of residual adhesive
compound can be avoided as it is identied by optical microscope.
4. Locating graphene
Whole the surface of the substrate were observed with digital optical microscope [120]
to locate the transferred graphenes. The locations of the graphenes were recorded
and photos were taken at the same time for subsequent layer number determination
and electrodes fabrication.
To avoid touching on the surface during the cleavage, scribed substrates were put on
the concave side of plastic watch glass and then cleaved(Fig. 59).
watch glass
tape
thin stick
push
substrate（SiO2
side）
Fig. 59 Cleaving the substrate without touching the SiO2 side.
Cleaning by vacuum annealing
Annealing is a common way for cleaning the sample. It is known that H2O, NH3, CO
and NO2 adsorbed on graphene would desorb by annealing in vacuum at 150C [101], while
O2 need higher temperature, 200C, to desorb [121]. Also, polymer residues on the surface
would be removed by annealing in vacuum at 600C [122]. Fig. 60 is optical microscope
images of SiO2/Si substrate surface during the trial on removal of residual glue by annealing
in vacuum of rotary pump in a furnace [83]. Adhesive tape is sticked on the substrate surface
and then removed to leave the glue, which looks purple or light blue on SiO2/Si surface.
The glue was almost completely removed by annealing at 700C. If residual glue confusable
with graphene is removed, it would be easier to locate the graphene.
Unfortunately, removal of residual glue by vacuum annealing was not suitable for this
research, because graphene samples after the annealing were found to be so heavily hole-
doped that Dirac peak could not be observed. This phenomenon is known as vacuum
annealing eect [123, 124]. Annealing above 300C is reported to degrade the electrical
properties of graphene [124]. Therefore, removal of residual glue by annealing was gave
up and 200C was chosen as annealing temperature. Fig. 61 is gate voltage dependence of
2-terminal resistance of graphene before (black) and after (red) the annealing in vacuum of
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Before 200℃, vac. 4 h 700℃, vac. 1.5 h
Before 200℃, vac. 4 h 700℃, vac. 1.5 h
Fig. 60 Removal of residual glue on SiO2/Si substrate surface by annealing in vacuum
rotary pump at 200C for 3 h in a furnace [83]. Gate voltage at Dirac peak shifted from 20
V to 5 V, which indicates the reduction of hole doping by adsorbed oxygen. Also, width
of the peak got narrower. Decrease in resistance at Dirac peak from 54 k
 to 11 k
 is
including the decrease of contact resistance.
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Fig. 61 Gate voltage dependence of 2-terminal resistance of graphene before (black) and after
(red) the vacuum annealing at 200C for 3 h.
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Layer number determination of few layer graphite 1O (optical method)
Visible light transmittance of graphene is about 98% [125]. Using optical microscope,
reected light from graphene transferred on SiO2/Si substrate can be observed. Depending
on the interference of lights, as air and graphene have dierent refractive indices, intensity
of reected light from the area with graphene diers from that from the area without
graphene. This enables the determination of the layer number of graphene [126, 127].
Figure 62 shows the contrast dierence depending on the thickness of SiO2 layer and
wavelength, extracted from a literature [126]. Substrates used in this research have 285-
Fig. 62 Contrast dierence depending on the thickness of SiO2 layer and wavelength [126]. Color
scale: CGS.
nm-thick SiO2 layer, which give the highest contrast for green light. Fig. 63 shows the
snapshot during the color analyzation using the photo retouching software (Paint.NET).
Distribution of RGB components within green frame in left hand side optical microscope
255
CG(graphene)
0
CG(substrate)
histogram
Fig. 63 Extraction of intensity of green component using photo retouching software.
image is shown in right hand side window. While R and B components have single peak, G
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component indeed has 2 peaks. These correspond to the substrate area and the graphene
area. This conrms that samples used in this research give highest contrast for green light.
Using this, to determine the layer number of graphene, contrast of green component of
graphene area to the substrate area (without graphene) was dened as
CGS :=
(G component of substrate)  (G component of graphene)
(G component of substrate)
: (71)
Derived CGS as above from G components of substrate and graphene shows histogram as
64 with descrete values corresponding to the layer numbers of graphenes.
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Fig. 64 Distribution of the contrast of graphenes obtained in our laboratory and estimation of
the number of layers [128].
Mainly this method was used in this research to nd monolayer or bilayer graphenes.
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Layer number determination of few layer graphite 2O (Raman spectroscopy)
Raman spectroscopy is optical spectroscopy using Raman scattering, which is inelastic
scattering of light by electron-phonon interaction. Graphene with optically determined
layer number with the method described in Section 3.2.1 was then examined by Raman
spectroscopy [129] to conrm the layer number (Fig. 65). Ratio of the intensities of the
G peak and G' peak is proportional to the layer number of graphene [130, 131]. Also,
intensity of G peak is smaller than that of G' peak only if the graphene is monolayer. Not
only layer number, it can also be used for evaluation of the quality of graphene. Intensity
of D peak increases with an increase in density of disorders [132], because Raman process
of D band is mediated by elastic intervalley scattering by disorder. Intensity of G' peak
decreases with an increase in charge density reecting the change in lattice constant [133],
which can be used to determine the amount of charged impurities [134].
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Fig. 65 Comparison between optical contrast CGS and peak height ratio of raman spectroscopy
G=G0 for numbers of samples.
Layer number determination of few layer graphite 3O (transport property method)
Layer number can also be conrmed electrically using the gate voltage dependence of
resistance after the fabrication of electrodes. Dirac peak, obtained by measuring the gate
voltage dependence of resistance in vacuum at room temperature, changes its shape sys-
tematically depending on the layer number [36]. Using this, layer number was determined
by comparing the shape of the Dirac peak with reference (Fig. 66) [36]. As the SiO2 layer
thickness of substrates used in Ref. [36] were 90 nm, the gate voltage values were multiplied
by 285=90 to compare with our samples with 285 nm-thick SiO2 layer.
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Fig. 66 Layer number conrmation by gate voltage dependence of resistance. Black and blue data
points are for monolayer and bilayer graphene samples, respectively, measured in this research.
Dashed lines are reference data [36], corrected considering the dierence of the thickness of SiO2
layer.
3.2.2. Electrodes fabrication
To perform the four-terminal transport measurements of exfoliated graphene samples,
two dierent fabrication methods were employed in this work. One is the common pho-
tolithography method used in the early stage of the work, and the other is the indium
microsoldering method [135]. Since alignment of small graphene samples with the mask
aligner in our laboratory, whose magnication is not high enough, was dicult in the for-
mer method, most of the transport measurements were carried out by the latter method.
Also, possible residual resist on graphene sample after the wet process in the lithogra-
phy technique is unfavorable for gas adsorption experiments to try to create band gap
in graphene. On the other hand, the microsoldering method is essentially a dry process
where the electrodes are directly attached to the graphene sample in inert gas atmosphere.
We rst describe the photolithography technique and then the microsoldering one in the
following.
Microsoldering method
Microsoldering method for graphene was proposed and established by Girit et al. in 2007
(Fig. 67) [136]. Indium is melted to form a thin needle on a tungsten tip and then attached
directly onto the sample. Contrary to conventional fabrication methods, the sample surface
is kept free from resist or evaporated lms commonly used in the lithography process as it
was synthesized and electrodes can be fabricated without contamination.
The microsoldering method requires a sample holder that can heat the substrate and
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heater
substrate
W wire
graphene
In
Fig. 67 Schematic overview of Microsoldering method.
mechanism to manipulate the position of the indium needle precisely. For this, we made
an instrument shown in Fig. 68. Two arms with tungsten tips are connected to XYZ stages
and approach to the stage of the optical microscope [120] from right and left. The tips are
electrolytically polished sharp tungsten wires of 0.3 mm diameter. Fig. 69 is a close looking
of the microscope stage. Two individual ceramic heaters (allowable input: 100 V, 100 W)
are placed underneath the sample holder; one is to melt indium beads and the other is to
heat the sample substrate. The heaters are powered through variable transformer to enable
temperature control by voltage. Figure 70 shows the achieving temperature versus voltage.
The temperature was measured by thermocouple pressed onto the substrate on the heater.
Considering the insucient contact between thermocouple and the heater, actual substrate
temperature might be higher than this. As a matter of fact, when 38 V was applied, the
substrate do not exceed the melting point on indium 156C according to Fig. 70, while
indium on the substrate actually melted.
Fig. 68 Whole image of Microsoldering in-
strument
Fig. 69 Around the sample substrate
Procedure of electrode fabrication by Microsoldering method is described below. Em-
pirically, sharp indium needle was rarely formed when thick oxide layer was formed on the
surface of the indium. Also, oxide layer is supposed to degrade the contact. Although in
the original paper of microsoldering no inert or forming gas was used, it was reported that
indium melted in air shows poor wetting angle on Au/Ti-deposited Si surface [137]. To
avoid the oxidation, surface of the indium wire was polished and the wire was stored in
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Fig. 70 Relation between the sample holder temperature and the applied voltage to the heater
under the holder. The temperature was measured by pressing the thermocouple on the substrate
and actual temperature might be higher. Solid line in the plot is linear tting of the data.
acetone until just before the use. In later phase of research, whole the instrument was put
in a big plastic bag and inert argon gas was lled. Nitrogen gas could not be used because
it reacts with indium to form InN [138].
1. Indium needle formation
99.99% Indium [139] was melted by applying 38 V to the heater for indium melting.
It started melting by 23 minutes of heating from room temperature. Tungsten
needle was inserted into the molten indium and then slowly pulled out, which comes
with solidied indium xed on the tip of the tungsten needle. Sharp needle can be
formed by optimizing the temperature and speed. The tip of the indium needle was
observed by optical microscope to see if it is thin enough compared to the sample.
To enhance the operation eciency, it is better to prepare number of indium needles
at this time.
2. Attaching electrodes to the sample
Sample substrate was heated by applying 38 V to the heater for sample substrate
heating. The temperature would be appropriate by 2 minutes of heating from room
temperature. Indium needle was positioned above the sample and approached to
it under the optical microscope. Indium touched to the sample or substrate would
melt and remain in that position. Once the indium on the substrate reached to
sucient length, the tungsten needle was pulled up to cut the indium. This procedure
was repeated until required numbers of electrodes are placed. Then, the heater was
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switched o to naturally cool the sample substrate. The indium would solidify and
xed on the sample.
In situ conduction test between the indium electrodes and the sample is possible by
touching two dierent indium electrodes with two tungsten needles and measure the
resistance through the needles.
3. Anneal
To improve the electrical contact between the sample and indium, the sample was
annealed. After attaching the electrodes, 82 V was applied to the heater and the
sample substrate was heated for 2 minutes. To avoid thermal damage to the objective
lens, the lens tube was disengaged beforehand. Finally, the heater was switched o,
and the sample substrate was naturally cooled.
10 μm 10 μm
10 μm
ML-1
10 μm
ML-3
ML-2
ML-4
Fig. 71 Optical microscope images of graphene samples used in O2 adsorption experiments. Con-
trasts of the images are modied to increase the visibility of the graphene. The electrodes were
fabricated with indium microsoldering method.
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3.2.3. Measuring system
Sample cell and cryostat
Figure 72 is the appearance and cross-section drawing of the sample cell used in this
research. It was originally designed and used for the experiment of gas adsorption with
precisely controlled areal density on the sample. Detail of the cell, especially about the
Grafoil stack, will be described in Section 4.2.
gas introduction 
capillary
sample
substrate
stage
Grafoil
stack
wiring
Fig. 72 Appearance (left) and cross-section (right) of the sample cell.
Cernox resistance thermometer and heater for temperature control was attached to the
sample cell. The cell was mounted on the cryostat to enable the cooling with cryogen
(Fig. 73).
Sample substrate was bonded on an oval-shaped copper plate with air drying silver
paste [140]. The plate was screwed onto the stage. The plate was insulated from the
stage by putting the Kapton tape on the stage where the plate touches, and also insulating
washer made of Teon sheet. Then, electrodes on the stage and indium electrodes on the
sample substrate were wired. Wire bonder is commonly used, but bonding on the indium
electrode was not successful. In this research, the electrodes were connected by gold wire
using air drying silver paste under the stereoscopic microscope by hand. Figure 74 is the
wired sample substrate on the stage.
Gas handling system
Gas handling system (Fig. 75) was used to control the amount and pressure of gas
introduced to the sample cell. Two standard volumes SV1, SV2 with known inner volumes,
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gas introduction
capillary
sample
cell
wiring
stage
Fig. 73 Sample cell mounted on the cryostat.
sample
substrate
Fig. 74 Sample substrate xed on
the stage and wired.
with their own thermometer [143] attached, are equipped. Also, piezoresistive pressure
gauge [144] witch can be used from vacuum to atmospheric pressure is equipped. Introduced
gas from four lines can be measured by these equipments and introduce to the sample cell.
Transport measuring system
Transport properties measurement of graphene was performed by lock-in ampliers [90]
with current-driven lock-in measurement (Fig. 76). Same circuit as buckypaper measure-
ments (Section 2.2.3) was used for the measurements of graphene. The voltage applied to
the back gate was controlled by a SourceMeter [145].
Measurements were controlled by a computer. Gate voltage sweeping, measurement with
temperature variation, etc. were realized by the program built on LabVIEW 2010 or 2012.
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standard volues
gas introduction
sample
cell
pumping
Fig. 75 Photo of the front panel of the homemade gas handling system (Ref. [141, 142]).
V ac
low temperature part
(sample cell)
back gate layer
lock-in
measurement
V
10kΩ
standard resistance
10MΩ
bias resistance
1MΩ
lock-in
measurement
V
12.345Hz
5V
Fig. 76 Circuit of transport measurement system.
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3.3. Results and discussion
3.3.1. O2 adsorption of monolayer graphene at room temperature
Optical microscope images of exfoliated monolayer graphene samples (ML-1, ML-2, ML-
3 and ML-4) used in the O2 adsorption experiments are shown in Fig. 71. Four electrodes
were fabricated on each graphene sample by the indium microsoldering method. The width
and length of each sample obtained from optical microscope image is in Table 6.
Table 6 Approximate sample width and length of measurement area for each graphene sample
obtained from optical microscope image
sample width (m) length (m)
ML-1 2.5 8.8
ML-2 3.2 4.6
ML-3 3.7 3.2
ML-4 4.2 7.5
ML-1, ML-2 and ML-3 were exposed to oxygen gas at 303  0.01 K regulated by the
heater (hereafter, room temperature or R.T.). Conditions of the O2 exposure are summa-
rized in Table 7. For better time resolution of data taking, the gate voltage (Vg) was swept
up and down with a speed of 0.2 V/s continuously within 0.3 min.12 h after changing
the O2 pressure abruptly, and then switched to intermissive sweep with the same speed by
resting for 10 s1 h between the successive sweep cycles (Fig. 77). It is known that the hole
doping eciency slightly depends on Vg [110]. Therefore, it should be noted that what we
measured in this experiment is a sort of average doping speed at Vmin < Vg < Vmax. The gas
pressures in this experiment are much lower than those ( 1 atm) in the previous exper-
iments [146, 110], which slowed down the reaction between O2 and graphene and allowed
us to follow the fast doping process [147, 148] after the abrupt change of the pressure.
time
Vg
Continuous sweep Intermissive sweep
interval
Fig. 77 Sequence of gate voltage sweep
Gate voltage vs. resistance data taken during the O2 adsorption are shown in Fig. 78. All
of them showed large positive shifts of the peak voltage at the Dirac point (V DPg ; denoted
by red circles in the gure) indicating hole doping to graphene.
Figure 79 describes how to characterize the Dirac peak and its shift. The shift of gate
voltage at the Dirac peak V DPg  V DPg (t)   V DPg (0) corresponds to the amount of hole
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Table 7 O2 exposure and measuring conditions. Interval is a time interval between the two
successive sweeps. During the sweep was stopped, Vg was kept alternately at Vmin and Vmax.
Sample Run No. Pre-cleaning
O2 pressure Gate voltage sweeping
(Pa) time duration interval range
ML-1 1 100C, pumping 11 h 422 0364 m66 h
0
1 h
0$ 20 V
1 100C, pumping 11 h 426
0166 m
390 m
150 h
0
10 m
1 h
 10 $ 10 V
ML-2
2 100C, pumping 11 h 464 022 m144 h
0
1 h
 10 $ 10 V
3 100C, pumping 11 h 426 068 m94 h
0
1 h
 10 $ 10 V
ML-3 1
100C, pumping 11 h
! N2 adsorption
! RT, pumping 114 h
626
012 h
41 h
51 h
0
10 s
30 s
20 $ 40 V
doping. A change in the resistance peak RDP  RDP(t) RDP(0) is related to increase of
carrier scatterings caused by disorders caused by the O2 adsorption. R  RDP RDP5V
is a quantity that represents the sharpness of the peak relating to the mobility. Larger R
means sharper peak and therefore higher mobility.
Time evolutions of the above dened parameters during the adsorption are shown in
Fig. 80.
Table 8 Parameters obtained from tting the V DPg (t) data to the double-exponential function
(Eq. (72)) for ML graphene samples.
Sample Run No. V DPg (0) (V) a1 (V) 1 (h) a2 (V) 2 (h)
ML-1 1 11.7 1.48 0.790 8.41 33.3
1 10.1 0.994 2.03 14.6 42.5
ML-2 2 3.80103 0.754 0.869 3.80103 2.06105
3 3.41 0.640 3.63 3.73 170
ML-3 1 34.9 2.38 0.745 5.08 20.2
Fittings to the double exponential function is shown in Fig. 82 in semi-log plot. Fitting
parameters for double exponential function is summarized in Table 9. Almost all the data
cannot be tted by a simple function, suggesting the existence of multiple mechanisms.
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Fig. 78 Time evolutions of Vg vs. R data during the O2 adsorption for the three monolayer
graphene samples, ML-1, ML-2 and ML-3. Only for the rst and last sweeps, actual data are
plotted by the black points, and other sweeps are shown by the thin gray lines. The red open
circles are maxima of the resistance, corresponding to the Dirac points.
The global shapes can be reproduced by the double-exponential function:
X(t) = X(0)  a1 exp( t=1)  a2 exp( t=2) (72)
(73)
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ΔVg
ΔRDP
5 V
ΔR
DP
Fig. 79 Characterization of a Dirac peak and its shift
Table 9 Parameters obtained from tting the RDP(t) data to the double-exponential function
(Eq. (72)) for ML graphene samples.
sample run R0 (k
) a1 (k
) 1 (h) a2 (k
) 2 (h)
ML-1 1 11.3 1.34 0.354 0.489 26.8
1 4.60 0.187 4.30 0.460 82.7
ML-2 2 6.12 9:57 10 3 7:72 10 4 1.76 2.06103
3 4.46 0.160 0.730 0.195 33.5
ML-3 1 12.3 0.813 0.483 1.35 13.2
where X = V DPg or R
DP, except the Run-2 of ML-2 sample, where V DPg and R
DP follow
linear time dependences after the initial exponential behavior. Two time constants are in
range of 0.8 h  1  4 h and 2  30 h. Jaaniso et al. [111] observed also the double-
exponential time evolution of the conductance by exposing monolayer graphene to O2 gas
of 426 Pa without applying Vg. Their 1 and 2 are 11 s and 260 s, respectively, which are
much shorter than our time constants. We did not measure the sample resistance in such
a short time scale less than 120 s in our experiment. Also, Jaaniso et al. did not measure
the conductance in such a long time scale than 500 s. Therefore we cannot compare the
results by the two groups directly.
The two step process of time evolution of resistance may be explained by portal site
mediated adsorption and spillover mechanism. In this model, active sites on the surface
with lower adsorption energies work as portals. Assuming that adsorbents are mobile on
the surface, spillover occurs and the adsorbents diuse to the rest of the surface. The model
has previously been used to explain O2 adsorption on catalyst particle/surface system [149].
Defects like vacancies or edges of graphene may work as the portal sites. If oxygen molecular
species adsorbed on portal sites and on the rest of the surface aect the resistance dierently
and independently, the model can be used to explain the double step behavior; resistance
change with shorter time constant is attributed to the adsorption on portal sites and change
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Fig. 80 Time evolutions of the gate voltage at the Dirac point V DPg , resistance at the Dirac point
RDP and resistance drop ratio at 5 V away from the Dirac peak [RDP   R(V DPg + 5V )]=RDP,
which corresponds to the sharpness of the peak. The gray color points in the data of V DPg and
RDP for ML-3 are raw data before being corrected for the accidental keeping of Vg at 20.7 V for
12:1  t  18:0 h without sweep (see the main text). Triangles are when the Vg sweeps were
switched from the continuous to intermissive mode (see the main text).
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Fig. 81 Semi-logarithmic plot of V DPg vs. time for the ML-1, ML-2 and ML-3 samples. The solid
lines are double exponential function ttings to Eq. (72).
with longer time constant is attributed to the adsorption on the rest of the surface.
For the sample ML-2, the pumping-absorption procedure was repeated for three times
(runs) on the same sample. The parameters V DPg , R
DP and R did not recovered to the
initial values after pumping at 100C, indicating that the process of causing these pa-
rameter changes is irreversible at 100C. In particular , the value of V DPg before adsorption
monotonically increased with each pumping-adsorption procedure. Also, the amount of
change after the start of adsorption decreased with each repetition. From this, it is consid-
ered that the changes include the process of chemisorption to the sites where the desorption
energy is larger (not desorbed at 100C). On the other hand, some part of the changes are
reproduced even after repeating the pumping-adsorption procedure. It seems to be due to
chemisorption to the sites with small desorption energy. In our experiments, it is impossible
to heat the sample to a temperature higher than the melting point (156C) of indium used
for the electrodes, but in the previous study it is reported that the change due to oxygen
adsorption is completely recovered by pumping at 200C.
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Fig. 82 Semi-logarithmic plot of RDP vs. time for the ML-1, ML-2 and ML-3 samples. The
solid lines are double exponential function ttings.
It is noted that from t = 12:1 h to 18.0 h in the measurement for ML-3, the gate voltage
sweeping was accidentally paused and kept at Vg = 20.7 V which is the lowest bound of the
sweeping range. During this period the speed of change of Vg and RDP slowed down with
small discontinuous drops, indicating that the adsorption reaction rate is slightly higher for
higher Vg as was reported previously for bilayer graphene [110]. Such small discontinuities
can easily be connected.
Sato et al. claimed that the time evolution of V DPg obeys power-law [110]. Following
them, we also conrmed whether we can explain the time evolution of V DPg by the power-
law. Figure 83 is log-log plot of temporal change in V DPg for ML-1, ML-2 and ML-3. The
change in V DPg roughly obeyed power law, but the detail of the behavior were reproduced
well by the double exponential function ttings. Sato et al. used oxygen atmosphere of 1
atm [110], but in our case we used oxygen atmosphere with lower pressure, so there is a
possibility that the process with shorter time constant could be more clearly observed.
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Fig. 83 Log-log plot of time evolutions of V DPg for ML-1, ML-2 and ML-3 samples. The solid lines
are double-exponential ttings and the dashed lines are power-law ttings.
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3.3.2. Results on bilayer graphene
Bilayer graphene sample BL-1 was exposed to oxygen gas at RT. Conditions of the O2
exposure are summarized in Table 10. For BL-1, intermissive sweep was used for whole of
Table 10 O2 exposure and measuring conditions. Interval is a time interval between the two
successive sweeps. During the sweep was stopped, Vg was kept alternately at Vmin and Vmax.
Sample Run No. Pre-cleaning
O2 pressure Gate voltage sweeping
(Pa) time duration interval range
1 100C, pumping 21 h 374 026 h  0 $ 50 V
2 100C, pumping 18 h 416 022 h 10 m 0 $ 50 V
3 100C, pumping 70 h 225 045 h 10 m 0 $ 50 V
BL-1
4
RT, pumping 25 h
! 100C, pumping 6 h 493 054 h 10 m 0 $ 50 V
5 100C, pumping 17 h 485 042 h62 h 1 h
0 $ 60 V
0 $ 65 V
the measurement sequence.
Gate voltage vs. resistance data taken during the O2 adsorption are shown in Fig. 84.
All of them showed large positive shifts of the V DPg indicating hole doping to graphene.
Time evolutions of the parameters during the adsorption are shown in Fig. 85. The most
obvious dierence between monolayer graphene samples and bilayer graphene sample is
the amount of the shift in V DPg . While the amount of the shift in the monolayer samples
were limited up to 8 V even after the adsorption over 100 h, the shift in the bilayer
sample exceeded 20 V within 20 h and exceeded 50 V after the repeated adsorption. The
doped carrier (hole) density is estimated to be  4 1012 cm 2 using the thickness of the
insulating SiO2 layer, 285 nm, and relative permittivity of SiO2, 3.8. The large amount
of shift up to 60 V have also been reported by Sato et al. for bilayer graphene [110].
This means that the amount of hole doping per unit time is distinctively larger in bilayer
sample.
Fittings of V DPg to the double exponential function is shown in Fig. 86. The parameters
obtained from the tting is summarized in Table 11. Compared to ML samples, both of
Table 11 Parameters obtained from tting the V DPg (t) data to the double-exponential function
(Eq. (72)) for BL graphene samples.
Sample Run No. V DPg (0) (V) a1 (V) 1 (h) a2 (V) 2 (h)
1 51.6 11.4 0.855 27.7 50.5
2 45.7 12.2 0.358 15.6 14.4
BL-1 3 49.6 7.37 0.629 18.2 36.2
4 56.1 2.39 0.667 12.2 58.4
5 3.06104 5.22 1.73 3.05104 1.52105
the two coecients (a1, a2) are indeed larger. Also, the two time constants (1, 2) are
shorter.
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Fig. 84 Time evolutions of Vg vs. R data during the O2 adsorption for the bilayer graphene
sample BL-1. Only for the rst and last sweeps, actual data are plotted by the black points, and
other sweeps are shown by the thin gray lines. The red open circles are maxima of the resistance,
corresponding to the Dirac points.
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Fig. 87 Semi-logarithmic plot of RDP vs. time for the BL-1 sample. The solid lines are double
exponential function ttings to Eq. (72).
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Table 12 Parameters obtained from tting the RDP(t) data to the double-exponential function
(Eq. (72)) for BL graphene samples.
Sample Run No. RDP(0) (k
) a1 (k
) 1 (h) a2 (k
) 2 (h)
1 5.17 0.250 0.100 0.150 1.10
2 5.03 0.209 5.5410 2 0.112 0.926
BL-1 3 4.83 0.102 0.108 4.6210 2 3.20
4 4.81 3.3210 2 2.6710 2 1.8910 2 3.33
5 5.14105 6.8210 2 2.32 5.14105 6.21108
The width of the Dirac peaks changed so rapidly that the values saturated just after
the introduction of O2, and the tting to the time evolution was not possible. The peak
width was decreased, which is curious behavior, because increase in peak width is assumed
if adsorbates act as scatterers. This is possibly because of multiple peaks within seemingly
one peak, caused by inhomogeneous charge doping by substrate and/or impurities. If the
multiple peaks shift individually, then apparent width of the peak would be changed.
The faster change in the parameters by O2 adsorption is supposed to be arising from
the higher reactivity of the bilayer graphene than the monolayer graphene. Experimental
results of oxidative etching of graphene at temperatures above room temperature will help
to understand this phenomenon. While it is reported that generation of the oxidative etch
pits on the basal plane is faster in monolayer graphene [150, 151], it is also reported that the
larger the number of graphene layers, the faster the growth of the oxidative etch pits [152,
153], which means that the oxidation at the edges becomes faster as the number of layers
increases. This is believed to be due to the eect of the oxygen at adjacent edges cooperating
to proceed the reactions. That is, reactions that cause hole doping and parameter changes
occurred at edges rather than on the basal plane of graphene, and as a result, rapid changes
was observed in the bilayer graphene. It has been experimentally demonstrated that the
transport property at the graphene edge can be extracted by applying the gate voltage
only at the edge [154]. Edge transport measurements during the oxygen exposure may be
realized, for example, by using comb-shaped back gate to apply the back gate voltage only
at the graphene edge.
3.3.3. Hole doping at low temperatures
To examine how the hole doping proceeds at lower temperatures than R.T., we adsorbed
O2 on ML-4 sample at a xed temperature of T = 80 K rst, and then monitored the R vs.
Vg characteristic on subsequent warming to R.T. Unfortunately, during the microsoldering
on this particular graphene sample, a small indium piece was accidentally dropped onto the
graphene in between the two voltage electrodes. We removed it, but the graphene surface
or electrodes could be damaged somehow.
Figure 88 is a measured gate voltage dependence of resistance of ML-4 before and after
O2 adsorption at T = 80 K. From the double peak shape, we assume that this sample is
composed of two pieces with largely dierent doping levels. The O2 gas was introduced
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Fig. 88 Gate voltage dependence of resistance for ML-4 before and after O2 adsorption at T =
80 K
little by little until the pressure reaches 140 Torr, but no signicant change in the resistance
was observed during the adsorption. Thus, the hole doping does not occur at T = 80 K.
Then, the temperature of the sample was gradually increased, while continuously mea-
suring the gate voltage dependence of resistance (see Fig. 89). The peak originally located
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Fig. 89 Gate voltage dependence of resistance during the temperature increase after the O2
adsorption at T = 80 K. The 80 K data are the same as those plotted in Fig. 88.
at a lower gate voltage (Vg =  11 V) starts to shift upward at around 120 K decreasing
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the peak height (or its spectral weight), while the other peak located at a higher Vg of +23
V does not change the peak position up to 200 K. The low V DPg peak is then merged to
the high V DPg one, and the resultant single peak shifts toward higher gate voltage in the
sub sequent warming above 250 K.
An interesting question is which parts in the sample correspond to the two peaks. We
speculate that the low and high V DPg peaks correspond to a clean graphene surface and that
covered by the indium residue, respectively. On the clean surface, the chemical reaction
which causes the hole doping starts to take place by thermal energies above 120 K. The
thermal energy may be necessary to overcome the energy barrier for the chemisorption
described in Section 3.1.1 or to surface diuse to defect sites on graphene. On the other
hand, such processes would be suppressed on the indium contaminated graphene surface
where O2 should intercalate into the interface between the indium residue and graphene.
Indium is known to donate electrons to graphene [155], so the indium residue might act
as a reservoir of carriers. This would somehow suppress the hole doping eect of O2, and
higher thermal energies may be necessary to recover the eect. Anyway, physisorped O2
molecules need an activation energy of 120 K at least to dope holes into graphene. From
this, it is understood that the reaction is rate-limited by the thermal activity at the defect
site, not the surface diusion of the oxygen molecular species.
3.3.4. Low temperature transport properties of O2 adsorbed
graphene
After the O2 exposure measurement for the sample ML-3 at room temperature, the
sample cell was evacuated for 18 hours at room temperature. The evacuation caused no
eect on the gate voltage dependence of resistance (Fig. 90), which means that the hole
doping is completely irreversible at room temperature. This result is consistent with the
previous report [110].
The sample was then cooled down to 2 K using a glass dewar with liquid helium. Fig. 91
shows gate voltage vs. resistance data taken at several dierent temperatures before and
after the adsorption. The at shape of the Dirac peak of pristine graphene at low tem-
peratures is possibly an ensemble of multiple peaks coming from dierent positions, which
was presumably caused by inhomogeneous carrier doping from the substrate. Many small
peaks appeared at T < 10 K even before the adsorption. To subtract a smoothed base
line for the Vg vs. R data so that we can examine the complicated peak structure more
in detail, the data points within a 1:0 V or 1:5 V window about each data point were
averaged. Then, the smoothed base line was subtracted from the raw data points giving
Figs. 91(c)(f). It is obvious that the peak amplitude becomes larger with lowering the
temperature. The peak structure was unchanged over a number of Vg sweeps and repro-
ducible as long as the temperature was kept below liquid nitrogen temperature (T = 77
K). Once the sample was warmed up to 200 K, however, details of the peak structure
were changed and the peak amplitude was enhanced presumably due to contamination with
new adsorbents. After information described above, we attribute the origin of the peaks
to quantum interference caused by inhomogeneities, such as charge inhomogeneities caused
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Fig. 90 Gate voltage dependence of resistance before and after the O2 adsorption and evacuation.
Red circles are positions of the maximum at each sweep during the adsorption.
by the substrate or adsorbent molecules. Similar oscillations have been observed by other
group [156, 157], where the origin has been attributed to the intervalley scattering.
Figure 92 shows temperature dependence of the averaged resistances at a typical peak
(Vg = 30:8 V) and an anti-peak (Vg = 29:3 V). Although the temperature range (2  T 
20 K) and temperatures (T = 2.0, 2.2, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0 K)) where we took
the data is rather limited, the data are well described by the two-dimensional variable range
hopping (2D VRH) model: R / exp(T0=T )1=3, both before and after the O2 adsorption.
There are small discontinuities in the data at around 3.4 K, which is the superconducting
transition temperature (TC) of indium used for the electrodes. The temperature dependence
was changed over and below the TC, still obeying the 2D VRH. Here, T0 over and below
the TC are dened as THT0 and T
LT
0 , respectively. The discontinuity might be due to the
change in eective sample conguration. Superconducting proximity eect [158] by indium
electrodes might reduce the resistance by reducing the eective sample size which contribute
to the sample resistance. Change in T0 is then explained by inhomogeneous distribution of
the impurities or adsorbates inducing localized states.
Figure 93 is T0's extracted for each gate voltage. Near the Dirac points, both T LT0 and
THT0 increased by O2 adsorption. There may be two ways to interpret the increase in T0:
decrease in density of states g(), or decrease in radius of localized states . It is dicult
to assume the former as a result of O2 adsorption. The latter is realistic by assuming
such mechanism that oxygen molecular species adsorb on existing impurities or defects
and decrease their eective radius (or strengthen the localization). Therefore, contribution
of adsorbed oxygen molecular species to the increase in localized states do not occur, or
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Fig. 91 Gate voltage vs. resistance at several dierent temperatures before and after the adsorp-
tion. Many small peaks appeared at T < 10 K. The data points within a 1:0 V or 1:5 V
window about each data point were averaged to extract the smoothed base line.
limited.
3.4. Conclusion
In order to clarify the carrier (hole) doping characteristic in graphene by exposure to
oxygen gas, we rst developed the indium microsoldering technique which enabled us to
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fabricate four microelectrodes onto a small exfoliated graphene sample of about 10 m
long without using any liquids (dry process). Then we carried out measurements of the
long-term time evolution of the gate voltage (Vg) dependence of sample resistance after the
oxygen exposure (P = 400-600 Pa) at room temperature by continuously sweeping Vg up
and down.
Unlike the previous research on bilayer (BL) graphene reporting the power law time
dependence, our data on both BL and monolayer (ML) graphenes showed the two-step
behavior described by the sum of two exponential functions: V DPg (t) = a1 exp( t=1) +
a2 exp( t=2). Here V DPg is the bias voltage corresponding to the Dirac point, whose shift
is a measure of the doped hole concentration, and 1 and 2 are the short time constant
and the long one, respectively. The observed time evolution is clearly not associated with
the surface diusion of oxygen but with thermally activated chemical reactions, most likely
at defect sites, involving at least two elementary reaction processes. The hole doping
concentrations (a1, a2) in BL are much larger than in ML by one order of magnitude. In
BL, the doped hole concentration was 4  1012 cm 2 (Vg = 60 V) at most. The time
constants (1, 2) are not so dierent between BL and ML, but BL has slightly shorter
values roughly by a factor of two. Apparently, the reactivity of oxygen is much higher in
BL graphene, and the reaction takes place presumably at edge defects rather than surface
defects. The thermally activated nature of the reaction was veried from the observation
that no hole doping proceeds when oxygen is adsorbed at a low temperature (T = 80 K, P
= 0.18 bar) and that, on subsequent heating above 150 K, the reaction starts. By repeating
the cycle of oxygen exposure and evacuation at room temperature, it was found that a part
of the reaction has a larger activation energy than 100C (more stable nal state).
The Vg vs. R data showed many small peaks at T < 10 K, which may be attributed to
quantum interference caused by inhomogeneities in the sample. The temperature depen-
dence within 2  T  20 K showed 2D VRH behavior, and the characteristic temperature
T0 increased by O2 adsorption, indicating that the localization is strengthened by adsorbed
O2 molecular species.
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4.1. Background
4.1.1. Possible band gap opening in graphene
Graphene has band structure with conduction band and valence band touching at Dirac
point. However, conduction band and valence band have to be isolated with energy gap in
between to make it work as FET. With the gap, on/o feature is obtained by modulating
the Fermi energy in and out of the gap by applying gate voltage to change the carrier
density.
Graphene has bipartite lattice with two identical triangular lattices A, B as sublattices
(Fig. 94). Energy gap is induced by breaking the symmetry of sublattices [159]. Hamilto-
A B
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ky
kx
Γ K
K’
M
b1
b2
Fig. 94 Lattice of graphene. left: Real space representation, consist of two sublattices A and B.
right: Reciprocal lattice space representation.
nian of graphene near the Dirac point is written as
H =

 vF(kx   iky)
vF(kx + iky)  

(74)
[32, 159, 160]. Here, k is wave number, vF is Fermi velocity,  is on-site energy dierence
on sublattice A and B, and it operates on a wave function  = t (A B) written with wave
functions of sublattices A and B A?B. In an ideal graphene, with  = 0, it results in
linear dispersion relation E = vFjkj and no gap exists. On the other hand, when the
symmetry of sublattices A and B is broken ( 6= 0), E = p2 + (vFk)2 and nite gap
is induced.
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To realize this, several methods has been proposed and realized; fabricating graphene
into quantum dots [161], nanoribbons [162, 163] and using the eect of substrate such as
graphene on SiC [164, 165].
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π
π* π*
π
Г Г
k
Fig. 95 Gap induced by AB symmetry breaking [165]. Left: band structure and lattice structure
of graphene. Right: dierence in AB sublattices made by the eect of substrate induces the gap.
Besides, in bilayer graphene, electric eld perpendicular to the surface induce the gap
(Fig. 96) [166, 160]. Sublattices of two layers A1, B1, A2 and B2 result in four bands, in
which only two bands have inuence, and the eective Hamiltonian is written as
H =

   (~2=2m) (kx   iky)2
  (~2=2m) (kx + iky)2  

(75)
[168, 160]. This operates on a wave function  = t (A1 B2). As the sublattices belong
to dierent layers, the symmetry is broken by applying electric eld perpendicular to the
surface, and gap is induced.
It is theoretically expected that energy gap is induced in graphene when lithium atoms
are adsorbed in (
p
3  p3)R30 (more generally, (np3  np3)R30) periodicity [169].
According to the calculation, adsorption of lithium modies the C-C bonds, which are
originally identical, into 2 types (Fig. 97). As a result, in the tight binding hamiltonian
H =
X
i
ic
y
ici  
X
ij
tijc
y
icj (76)
hopping amplitude tij are modied into two values t1 or t2. Here, energy gap determined
by the dierence of these two values Eg = 2jt2   t1j is expected to be induced (Fig. 98).
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Fig. 96 Change in band structure of 14 layer graphene when electric eld perpendicular to the
surface is applied [167]. (a)(d) are 14 layers, respectively. Upper gures are without electric
eld, and lower 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eld. Solid and dashed lines are for dierent stacking
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eld is applied.
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Fig. 97 Two unidentical C-C bonds shown
by red and blue lines emerge by lithium
(
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3  p3)R30 phase adsorption [169].
Above: DFT calculation, below: tight bind-
ing calculation.
In our laboratory, in the system of noble gas atoms (helium, krypton and xenon) adsorbed
on graphite, dips around the Fermi energy in density of states, which possibly be interpreted
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as energy gaps, were observed by tunneling spectroscopy using STM [170, 171] (Fig. 99).
Fig. 99 Dips in density of state, which possibly be interpreted as energy gaps, observed using
STM [171].
The modication of density of states did not exist in graphite. Possible origin is symmetry
breaking in the surface one layer graphene. Other possibilities are symmetry breaking in
two layers of graphene, or local deformation of graphite surface [172].
Another experiment is COmolecules arranged on the Cu(111) surface, where 2-dimensional
electron system of the substrate is modulated to form graphene-like honeycomb structure.
Here, too, gap induction under the condition t1 6= t2 was conrmed [173].
Previous trials of gap inducing by gas adsorption in our laboratory were not successful.
One possible reason is the eect of the substrate. Surface hydroxyls or charged impurities
in the SiO2 layer are known to aect the graphene on it, in terms of electrical transport
properties [174] and chemical reactivity [146]. Also, the adsorbates may go underneath
the graphene, which was conrmed by adsorption experiment [175], and also suggested by
STM measurements in our laboratory. To exclude the eect of the substrate, suspended
graphene was decided to be introduced.
4.1.2. Kr physisorbed on graphite
Graphite physisorbs various atoms or molecules on its surface by van der Waals force.
Pressure of gas phase (vapor pressure of adsorbed solid) and areal adsorption density are in
a certain relation when they are in equilibrium. The relation of pressure and areal density
is represented by adsorption isotherm. A model only taking surface-adsorbate interaction
into account was considered by Langmuir [176], in which areal density increases with the
pressure gets higher, and nally saturates when all the adsorption sites are occupied by
adsorbates. For real, interactions between adsorbates have to be taken into account [177].
As the adsorbates have nite eective radius, 2nd and 3rd layers are formed when the
areal density exceeds certain value. It can be observed as steps in the adsorption isotherm
(Fig. 100) [178].
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Fig. 100 Adsorption isotherm of krypton on graphite [179]?Substeps correspond to (p3p3)R30
phase is observed.
Adsorbed molecules show various phases depending on areal density and temperature,
which results in phase diagram(Figs. 101, 56). Especially in some cases, solid phases which
reect the periodicity of graphite surface (commensurate phase) are realized. The potential
set up by adsorbed molecules can be utilized to apply periodic modulation to the graphite.
Fig. 101 Temperature-areal density phase diagram of krypton on graphite [180]. F: Fluid phase,
C:Commensurate solid phase, IC:Incommensurate solid phase.
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4.2. Experimental methods
4.2.1. Grafoil stack
Same sample cell as oxygen adsorption experiments (Fig. 72) was also used in this ex-
periment. Because graphene has small area, change in the areal density against adsorption
amount is too large. To realize precise control of areal density, exfoliated graphite which
has large surface area was included to the same space as graphene sample. When the chem-
ical potentials on graphene an on graphite are in equilibrium, areal density on graphene
and macroscopic adsorption amount on graphite come to corresponds to each other, which
enable precise control.
Grafoil, a kind of exfoliated graphite, was used sandwich a silver foil and bonded by
thermocompression. 20 sandwiches were stacked to make Grafoil stack (Fig. 102) and then
xed inside the sample cell. The silver foils enable rapid thermal relaxation of the whole
15 mm12 mm
~1
0.
5 
m
m
Fig. 102 Appearance and scale of the Grafoil stack
Grafoil stack. They also shorten the cooling or heating time. Through-holes were opened
to reduce the impedance and shorten the pressure relaxation time during gas adsorption
or pumping. It was designed to have about 40 m2 surface area, by estimation from Grafoil
stack previously made [181].
Procedure of Grafoil stack making is shown below. Grafoils and silver foils were cut into
12 mm15 mm in advance. Silver foils have tab-like on a side, which can be used to x
grafoil stack to the sample cell.
1. Grafoil baking. They were baked in vacuum at 1000C for 24 h using oil diusion
pump and electric furnace.
2. Silver foil etching. They were immersed in 10% HNO3 for 15 min.
3. Silver foil baking. They were baked in 10 5 Torr air atmosphere at 650C for 2 hours.
4. One silver foil was sandwiched with two Grafoils, and then many of them were stacked.
It was then pressurized perpendicular to the surface by 2 MPa using hydraulic jack.
Stainless steel jig was used to keep the thickness when it was pressurized.
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5. Diusive bonding. It was baked in vacuum at 650C for 3 hours with the jig.
6. Boring. Cigarette papers were inserted in between the Grafoils, and then many
through holes perpendicular to the surface were opened using 1 drill bits. To avoid
the contamination of Grafoil by cutting oil on the drill bits, they were immersed in
acetone and ultrasonic-cleaned in advance. This possibly accelerate the wearing of
drill bits, so number of the holes opened by one bit was limited to three.
4.2.2. Realization of (
p
3p3)R30structure on graphene
(
p
3p3)R30phase of adsorbate atoms on graphite is formed for certain temperature
and pressure region. To realize (
p
3  p3)R30phase on graphene, dierence in the ad-
sorption energy between graphite and graphene have to be taken into account. As there
was no experimental determination of temperature and pressure region of (
p
3p3)R30
phase reported, it had to be estimated from theoretical calculations.
Let (P; T ) the chemical potential on the surface of substrate which is in equilibrium
with gas phase with pressure P and temperature T . Relation of chemical potentials at two
dierent pressure P0, P1 is
(P1; T ) = (P0; T ) + kBT ln
P1
P0
(77)
and thus using the energy dierence  = (P1; T )  (P0; T ),
P1 = P0 exp(=kBT ) (78)
follows. Regarding  as dierence in adsorption energies of graphene and graphite, a
pressure P0 in the phase diagram of adsorbates on graphite is converted to that on graphene,
P1, using the relation above.
In this research, krypton was chosen as the adsorbate because it is the largest among no-
ble atoms that are capable of forming (
p
3p3)R30phase on graphite.  was estimated
in three methods by using theoretically obtained adsorption energies (Table 13).
1. Estimation from adsorption energies of Xe/graphite, Xe/graphene in a calculation [182]
and Xe/graphite, Kr/graphite in another calculation [183].  was obtained as
 = (188:3  126:8)160
204
= 48 meV: (79)
2. Interpolation from calculations of other noble gases. From the adsorption energies
of He, Ar and Xe on graphite and graphene [182], that of Kr was estimated by
interpolation with respect to their mass (Fig. 103).  = 45 meV was obtained.
3. Direct calculation from adsorption energies of Kr/graphite and Kr/graphene appear
within one paper [184].  = 135:8  122:7 = 13:1 meV.
As summarized in Table 14, estimated pressure showed wide variation. To overcome this,
C+F phase where (
p
3  p3)R30phase exists in coexistence with liquid phase for wide
pressure range below 85 K was chosen for the experiment, rather than pure C phase with
narrow pressure range.
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Table 13 Adsorption energies of noble gas atoms on graphite and graphene by theoretical calcu-
lations. Values are in meV.
adsorbate/substrate Ref. [182] Ref. [183] Ref. [184]
He/graphite  13:0
He/graphene  11:6
Ar/graphite  106:4
Ar/graphene  78:0
Xe/graphite  188:3  160
Xe/graphene  126:8
Kr/graphite  204  135:8
Kr/graphene  122:7
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Fig. 103 Estimation of adsorption energies of Kr/graphite and Kr/graphene by interpolation.
Values for He, Ar and Xe are extracted from Ref. [182].
4.2.3. Suspended graphene
Suspended graphene was realized with trenched substrate. Before the graphene exfoli-
ation, trenches were fabricated by plasma etching. The process was done in VLSI Design
and Education Center (VDEC) [185].
1. A SiO2/Si substrate with 285-nm thick SiO2 layer was cut into 3 cm3 cm by stealth
dicer.
2. The substrate was ultrasonic-cleaned with acetone and ethanol, then cleaned by ow-
ing water. It was then soft-baked to be dried.
3. EB resist ZEP-520A was spin-coated on the substrate at 400 rpm for 60 sec. It was
then pre-baked at 180C for 5 min.
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Table 14 Summary of the estimations of . Estimated pressure to realize (
p
3p3)R30phase
on graphene are also shown.
Method 1 Method 2 Method 3
Kr/graphite adsorption energy  204 meV  160 meV  135:8 meV
Kr/graphene adsorption energy  156 meV  115 meV  122:7meV
 48 meV 45 meV 13.1 meV
graphene
p
3 phase pressure at 100 K 99.5 Torr 70.3 Torr 1.74 Torr
4. The pattern of trenches were drawn by EB lithography.
5. The substrate was developed in liquid developer ZED-N50 for 60 seconds, then rinsed
in ZMD-B for two times.
6. Organic contaminants on the substrate was removed by O2 plasma for 5 minutes.
The SiO2 layer was then etched by CHF3 plasma at 38 W for 42 sec. The etching
speed is 144 nm/min.
7. The resist was removed by liquid remover. The substrate was then rinsed in ethanol
and water.
8. The substrate was cut again with stealth dicer into 1 cm1 cm size.
Trenches were 1 m wide and 100 nm deep, separated by 3 m from each other (Figs. 104,
105).
10 μm
Fig. 104 left: Optical image of trenches fabricated on SiO2 layer of SiO2/Si substrate. The
thickness of SiO2 layer is 285 nm and the depth of the trenches are 100 nm. right: Relation
between the thickness of SiO2 layer and the color [186]. The thickness of SiO2 layer in trenched
region estimated by its color was indeed around 285  100 = 185 nm.
Exfoliation and transfer of graphite onto the trenched substrate was done in the same
procedure as ordinary substrate case. Exfoliated graphite akes and graphene successfully
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5 μm
Fig. 105 SEM image of trenches on SiO2 layer of SiO2/Si substrate.
sticked to the surface of the substrate beside the trenches. Electrodes were fabricated
by indium microsoldering. Indium electrodes was placed avoiding the suspended graphene
over trenches, otherwise the the electrodes may damage the suspended graphene (Fig. 106).
SiO2
n-Si
graphene
Indium
electrodes trenches
Fig. 106 Cross-section gure of suspended graphene device.
4.3. Results
Images of the suspended graphene device are shown in Fig. 107. Raman spectroscopy
showed smaller amount of charged impurities in suspended region. The device is interpreted
as a series of suspended and supported graphenes. Resistance change in suspended region
is expected to be reected in the total resistance of whole device.
The suspended graphene device was then installed in the sample cell and cooled down to
1.6 K with liquid helium in glass dewar. Gate voltage dependence of resistance during the
cooling is shown in Fig. 108. It showed two peaks, one of which was sharper and located
at Vg = 0 V and attributed to be the Dirac peak of suspended region, while the other is
broader and shifted by hole doping from the substrate. The dirac peak of suspended region
yielded the mobility 30,000 cm2/V s.
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Raman 0.5 2.8
Optical image 5μm
Fig. 107 Upper: Optical microscope image of suspended graphene device. Contrast was exagger-
ated. Lower: Spacial mapping of ratio of intensities of Raman peaks IG0=IG, which gets smaller if
density of carriers is higher.
The sample cell was cooled down with liquid nitrogen in glass dewar. Krypton gas was
installed in the sample cell while keeping the temperature at 110 K. The installation was
stopped when the pressure reached 7.10 Torr. Then, the temperature was gradually lowered
to 50 K in 5 hours by pumping the liquid nitrogen. The liquid nitrogen turns into sherbet-
like solid nitrogen by pumping and can serve as cryogen which gives the temperature
slightly below 50 K. The amount of krypton was chosen so that C+F phase is realized on
graphene at around 50 K. As the krypton gas in the sample cell and the adsorbed krypton
on graphite are in equilibrium, pressure of the gas P and temperature T obeys August
equation (simplied form of Antoine equation) P = exp(A B=T ) (Fig. 109). Parameters
A and B for areal density  = 0:5 were extracted from experimental data [179]. Here,
areal density of (
p
3p3)R30phase on graphite is dened as  = 1. Krypton with areal
density  = 0:5 shows C+F phase below 85 K on graphite. The temperature is converted
to 85  122:7=135:8 = 77 K on graphene. The krypton installed in the sample cell obeys
August equation for graphite and crosses that of graphene, where  = 0:5 on graphene is
realized.
Figure 110 is gate voltage dependence of resistance with and without krypton at 50 K.
Resistance at Dirac peak of suspended region was slightly increased after krypton adsorp-
tion (23.92 to 23.96 k
, 0.17%). Resistance at Dirac peak of suspended region was also
increased (27.33 to 27.37 k
, 0.15%). After the adsorption, the sample cell was evacuated
at 200 K, and cooled down to 50 K to measure the gate voltage dependence of resistance
again. The resistance just around the peaks seems to get back to the values before ad-
sorption. These changes may attributed to the eect of krypton adsorption, but judging
from whole gate voltage depenedence of resistance (Fig. 111), it is dicult to attribute the
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Fig. 108 Gate voltage dependence of resistance of suspended graphene sample with varying tem-
perature
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Fig. 109 Procedure of krypton adsorption to suspended graphene. Blue plus symbols are experi-
mental data. Black line is  = 0:5 on graphite by experimental data [179]. The line is converted to
that of graphene (blue line) by method 3 in Section 4.2.2. Dashed blue line is parallel to  = 0:5
line on graphite and crosses that on graphene at 48 K, where  = 0:5 on graphene is realized. The
pressure of this region is too low to measure within the experimental setup used here.
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Fig. 110 Gate voltage dependence of resistance of suspended graphene with and without adsorbed
krypton.
change to the gap opening. It is rather likely conventional mechanism such as peak shift
by carrier doping or carrier scattering. Anyway, the eect of krypton was, even if there it
was, very limited.
Through this experiment, the eect of substrate is rejected as a reason why gap opening
is not observed. One remaining possibility of the reason is poor cleanliness of the graphene
surface. Cleaning by current-induced annealing on this sample was tried, but the sample
was broken before the current density reaches reported value [122, 187]. Optimization of
current annealing is one task that has to be done. Also, it is eective to perform the exper-
iment at lower temperature to improve the degree of vacuum. Helium is more appropriate
to be adsorbed on the sample surface at liquid helium temperature than krypton.
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Fig. 111 Dierence in gate voltage dependence of resistance of suspended graphene with and
without adsorbed krypton.
4.4. Conclusion
A method to open the bandgap of graphene by breaking the symmetry of the honeycomb
lattice by adsorbing atoms/molecules with periodicity of (n
p
3np3)R30has been theo-
retically proposed. In this study, we attempted to conrm this method with Kr adsorption.
It is known that Kr forms a commensurate solid phase with (
p
3p3)R30structure over
a wide areal density range on graphite. In order to precisely control the Kr surface den-
sity on graphene sample with a small surface area, exfoliated graphite with a large surface
area was installed in the sample cell as a reference surface area. To exclude the eect of
the substrate, suspended graphene sample was employed. Kr adsorption experiment was
carried out at T = 50 K to form (
p
3p3)R30superlattice, but no signicant change in
the transport properties of graphene could be found. Physisorption of Kr may have too
small inuence on the hopping integral of electrons in graphene.
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Properties of pure metallic carbon nanotube network
Based on the recent progress in sorting technique, which enabled collecting a large
amount of single electronic type carbon nanotubes (CNT), in this thesis, electronic proper-
ties of pure metallic single-walled (SW) and double walled (DW) CNT networks with/without
one-dimensional sulfur chain inside were studied through electrical resistance measurements
down to T = 0.3 K and up to B = 9 T.
Surprisingly enough, we found a clear and stable experimental signature that the trans-
port property of the macroscopic random network of DWCNTs is governed by the Tomonaga-
Luttinger liquid (TLL) theory in a wide temperature range between 2 and 100 K over nearly
two orders of magnitude. The phase decoherence length (Thouless length: LTh) determined
from the magnetoresistance measurements revealed that, in that temperature range, LTh
is shorter than the mean junction-junction separation (= 100-200 nm) between adjacent
CNT bundles and the electron scattering process is presumably determined by the intrinsic
TLL theory. This became possible only for such CNT samples with a very high sorting
purity (99% metallic CNT). Otherwise, the intra-tube scattering will be dominated by the
semiconducting CNT impurity.
We also found the network of metallic SWCNTs with the same sorting purity at least for
the outer tube does not show the TLL behavior in the whole temperature range we studied.
The result of positive and large magnetoresistance indicates the dominant contribution from
the variable range hopping (VRH) term in addition to the small but nite contribution from
the 3D WL. The 3D VRH model ts the data better than the 2D one being consistent with
the 3D network structure of the sample. Some of the previous reports on unsorted CNT
networks show the VRH behaviors [188, 189, 190, 191], and some on pure metallic SWCNT
network does the weak localization behavior [69]. Combined with the present result, the
dierence may be the result of subtle dierence in sample preparation and then in the
CNT-CNT junction conductivity.
Unlike the previous work where the original 2D VRH behavior of unsorted empty SWCNT
was changed to the 3D VRH one by adding sulfur chain in CNTs, no such a big change
was observed for the present pure metallic SWCNT. This would be explained by that the
metallic SWCNT network already has plenty of conducting paths and no room for sulfur
chains to add extra conducting paths.
Magnetic susceptibility measurements revealed the ferromagnetic saturation magnetiza-
tion in our samples of  1  10 3 emu/g at T = 300 K, which is much less than those
in the previous measurements [99, 100, 97]. The temperature dependence of magnetic
susceptibility below 100 K is dominated by a paramagnetic component most likely of su-
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perparamagnetism in adsorbed amorphous oxygen molecules. This was supported by the
measured hysteresis between data taken during the eld cooling and zero-eld cooling.
Eects of oxygen and krypton adsorption on the transport properties of graphene
In this research, eects of oxygen molecules and krypton atoms adsorption on electronic
properties of monolayer (ML) and bilayer (BL) graphene were studied by measuring the
gate voltage dependence of resistance down to T = 1.6 K in zero magnetic eld. To keep
the sample surface clean without being contaminated by liquid residues, the microsoldering
method, in which molten indium is put down on the graphene surface directly under the
optical microscope, was adopted rather than the typical photolithography technique. For
this purpose, the microsoldering apparatus was constructed.
ML and BL graphene samples were exposed to oxygen gas atmosphere to study the hole
doping phenomenon and its time evolution. The most important nding here is the fact
that the doped carrier (hole) density in BL graphene ( 4  1012 cm 2) is an order of
magnitude larger than that in ML graphene. This is possibly because of higher reactivity
at the defects, especially the edges, in BL than ML. The shift of the Dirac point gate
voltage (V DPg ) and the resistance at that voltage (R
DP) obey the double exponential time
dependence with two dierent time constants both for ML and BL graphene unlike the
previous claim of the power law dependence for BL graphene [110]. The two step change
suggests the existence of at least two processes in O2 chemisorption. The fast component of
change was not reproduced and decreased after every evacuation of the O2 gas at 100C
for > 10 h and therefore must be an irreversible process from weak chemisorption sites to
strong ones. On the other hand, the slow component of change was more or less reproducible
after the evacuation. This corresponds to the reversible process that has similar eciency
in terms of hole doping to the irreversible process related to the fast process. Theoretical
investigations to reveal what kinds of defects in graphene are responsible for these doping
sites where O2 are chemisorbed are highly desirable. The measurements down to T = 1.6 K
revealed that the transport mechanism is the VRH and the O2 adsorption tends to shrink
the area of localization centers.
Krypton adsorption experiments were also carried out to try to conrm the bandgap
opening scenario by symmetry breaking due to gas adsorption forming the (n
p
3np3)R30
superlattice. The suspended graphene was used to exclude the possible substrate eects.
Since the exfoliated graphene sample has so small surface area, the exfoliated graphite stack
with the large surface area of 40 m2 was installed inside the sample cell to enable the
precise control of the areal density of krypton adsorbent. Kr, the largest noble atom which
form is known to form the (
p
3p3)R30superstructure on a graphite surface in a wide
density range at temperatures below 85 K. We introduced the controlled amount of Kr gas
into the sample cell at 110 K and the cell was cooled down to 50 K. However, no change of
the transport property induced by the Kr adsorption was observed. Possible explanations
for the absence of any eects are (1) the surface of the graphene sample was not clean
enough to form the (
p
3p3)R30structure (2) Kr physisorption does not produce large
enough change in the electron hopping integral in graphene.
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A. Measuring small sample
resistances with large contact
resistances
While measuring transport property of buckypaper samples with indium electrodes,
strange behavior was observed both with AC and DC methods (Fig. A1). The resistance
T = 1.65 K
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Fig. A1 Strange behavior observed while measuring transport property of buckypaper with in-
dium electrodes. Left: temperature dependencies of resistance of S@DWCNT/In-1 taken with a
homemade AC resistance bridge and PPMS. The resistance drops below Tc (=3.4 K) of indium
even down to negative values. Right: I-V characteristics at T = 1.65 K measured by the DC
method. Apparently negative voltages were observed below about 1 A.
showed a sharp drop below 3.4 K, which is the superconducting transition temperature (Tc)
of indium. Even apparently negative resistance was observed at lower temperatures. The
apparently negative resistance was also observed in I-V characteristics. The phenomenon
was rst supposed to be intrinsic to the sample, but later found to be caused by an instru-
mental problem. It happens when contact resistances between the sample and electrodes
are much higher than sample resistance and there exists a large dierence in the contact
resistances for four terminals.
Figure A2(a) is a block diagram of the homemade AC resistance bridge using a lock-in
amplier, where the contact resistances and internal resistances of the amplier are explic-
itly shown. The input lines of the lock-in amplier are connected to the ground through
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Fig. A2 Simulation of the electric system used in transport measurements including lock-in ampli-
er. top: Circuit model used in the simulation. bottom: Resulting I-V characteristics for several
dierent contact resistances. Apparently negative voltage appears when contact resistance at V-
is large.
internal high impedances, restricting current ow through them very small. However, if
the contact resistances (RV+, RV ) are large enough and the sample resistance (R) is small
enough, voltage drops at the contact resistances make measured voltages (V ) dier from
voltage drops across the sample (VR) which we want to measure. To check this, known
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resistances (R0V+, R
0
V ) are added in series to RV+ and RV  as shown in Fig. A2(a), and
resulting I-V curves were measured. The results are shown in Fig. A2(b). In the case of
(RV+ +R
0
V+) (RV  +R0V ), apparently negative resistance is produced.
We also disconnected lock-in amplier to be isolated from the ground and kept other
parts of the measuring system unchanged. The resultant I-V curve is shown in Fig. A3. In
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Fig. A3 I-V characteristics measured with three dierent grounding congurations. With the
original conguration (red circles) where the lock-in ampliers are connected to the ground, ap-
parently negative voltage appeared. When the lock-in amplier was disconnected and isolated
from the ground (black circles), linear I-V characteristics appeared. When some instruments in
the system other than lock in amplier was connected to the ground (blue circles), yet another
strange behavior appeared.
this case, linear I-V characteristics appeared. This result conrms that apparently negative
resistance was caused by the current through the lock-in amplier into the ground. Yet
another conguration was tried; some instruments in the measurement system other than
the lock-in amplier was connected to the ground. This time the I-V curve became convex
upward. This shows that if the sample resistance is small and lead contact resistances are
large enough, apparent resistance of the sample can be rather sensitive to the conguration
of the measurement system, especially grounding.
The curious resistance drop below 3.4 K may be related to rapid suppression of the
thermal conductance of the indium electrodes below Tc. The contact resistances much
higher than the sample resistance cause higher Joule heating at the contacts. Above Tc, on
the other hand, indium electrodes in the normal state are supposed to work as good thermal
links to refrigerant. Accompanied by large T -dependencies of the contact resistances, local
Joule heating may enhance imbalance of the contact resistances and produce an erroneous
negative voltage. To conrm this explanation, heat exchange gas was introduced into
the sample cell. The exchange gas is expected to assist the heat drain and restore the
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temperature homogeneity. The result of such an experiment is shown in Fig. A4. As
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Fig. A4 Suppression of the apparently negative voltage problem by introduction of helium heat
exchange gas. The data are taken in vacuum(black), with the exchange gas of 10 mbar (red) and
16 mbar (blue) in pressure.
pressure of the exchange gas is increased, the I-V curve got closer to linear. This result
supports the hypothesis that the appearance of the rapid drop and the negative value of
resistance is caused by local Joule heating at the contacts.
The same situation happens with the PPMS of Quantum Design, Inc. which has a
slightly dierent measuring circuit from that of our homemade AC resistance bridge as
shown in Fig. A5(a). The result of simulation for the PPMS measurement is shown in
Fig. A5 on the right [192]. Apparently negative resistance is obtained as the excitation
current decreases below 10 A. While the sample resistance is eventually 1 
, the circuit
erroneously detects a negative resistance as low as -80 
.
In conclusion, to avoid these problems, (1) care must be taken to ground conguration of
measurement system even for commercial systems such as PPMS and (2) contact resistances
should be as low as possible.
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Fig. A5 Simulation of the electric system used in transport measurements with PPMS. top:
Circuit model used in the simulation. bottom: Excitation current vs. resistance. An apparently
negative resistance below  80
 develops as the excitation current decreases below 10 A.
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B. Magnetic susceptibility
measurement in case
magnetizations of sample and
sample holder are comparable in
magnitude
Figure B1 explains the measuring concept of the magnetic property measurement system
(MPMS) [94]. The sample is moved up and down through the pickup coil along the coil axis
Sample
Pickup coil SQUID
response
Fig. B1 Measuring concept of MPMS. The sample is transported through the pickup coil, and
the position dependence of response is tted by a function to obtain magnetic susceptibility.
(Z axis), and the resultant induced voltage, the response signal (S), is detected by a super-
conducting quantum interference device (SQUID). The position dependent response signal
S(Z) is tted by the following function to determine magnetization of the sample [193]:
S(Z) = X1 +X2Z +X3
n
2

R2 + (Z +X4)
2 3=2   R2 + ( + (Z +X4))2 3=2
  R2 + (  + (Z +X4))2 3=2o ; (B1)
where X1,X2,X3 and X4 are tting parameters and R,  are equipment-specic constants.
Here, the sample is assumed to be a point magnetic dipole.
Figure B2 shows an actual sample and sample holder setup in this work. A small straw
xing piece was used to hold the buckypaper sample. And the xing piece with the sample
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Z
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background measurement
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Fig. B2 Positions of the magnetic centers (Zmc) indicated by the vertical dashed lines in the two
measurement congurations; (upper) the background measurement (BGM) conguration contain-
ing only the straw segment, (lower) the sample measurement (SM) conguration containing the
same straw segment and the buckypaper sample. The positions of Zmc can be changed measure-
ment to measurement, and in the SM conguration, when the Zmc of straw segment is not aligned
to that of buckypaper, the sample has two magnetic centers. The misalignment leads to the failure
of tting of position dependence of response.
is inserted into a long straw which is long enough compared with the moving distance of
the sample in the pickup coil. Thus the sample holder consists of the small straw xing
piece and the long straw, both of which are made of polypropylene. The sample holder
has a diamagnetic response comparable to that of the buckypaper sample. Therefore, the
background contribution from the sample holder must be carefully subtracted from the
total response signal to obtain the true magnetization of buckypaper particularly in case
magnetizations of the sample holder and sample itself are comparable in magnitude. In
principle, the exact location of the xing piece can be shifted a little in two independent
measurements with and without the buckypaper sample, i.e., the misalignment problem.
In addition, the location of the magnetic center (Zmc) can be dierent between the xing
piece and the sample, i.e., the multiple magnetic center problem. In the latter case, even
tting the S(Z) data to Eq. (B1) fails.
Figure B3 shows a typical example of response signals S(Z) with those problems. The
red solid line is the signal obtained in the background measurement (BGM) conguration
without the buckypaper sample (the upper conguration in Fig. B2), while the black solid
line is that obtained in the sample measurement (SM) conguration with the sample (the
lower conguration in Fig. B2). The software of MPMS simply subtract the former from
the latter, without considering the unavoidable misalignment and multiple magnetic center
problems, yielding the blue dashed line as the as-measured sample response signal. Then
the software yields an erroneous magnetization with jumps near m  0 shown in Fig. B4
by tting the as-measured signal to Eq. (B1).
How can we correct the problems? In our case, fortunately, the signal from the buckypa-
per can safely be assumed as negligibly small compared to that of the sample holder at room
temperature as seen in Fig. B3. Therefore, we could reliably determine the shift of Zmc of
the straw xing piece between the two sequences as  0:08 cm as indicated by the green
arrows in Fig. B3. Then the shifted response signal (the black dashed line) is subtracted
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Fig. B3 Procedure to correct for multiple magnetic center problem. The red solid line is the
response signal obtained in the SM conguration shown in Fig. B2, and the black solid line is
that in the BGM conguration. The PPMS software yields automatically the blue sold line, by
subtracting the latter from the former, as as-measured response signal for the buckypaper sample
and a wrong magnetization value, by tting it to Eq. (B1). On the other hand, if we subtract the
black dashed line which is obtained by shifting the Z coordinate of the black solid line by  0:08
cm to correct the magnetic center shifting (green arrows) and then subtract it from the red solid
line, we obtain the blue dashed line. Such an appropriate correction gives a smooth T variation
of m as shown in Fig. B5.
from the data in the SM sequence (red solid line). The resultant signal for the buckypaper
sample has a normal variation as a function of Z as indicated by the blue dashed line in
Fig. B3. This can properly be tted to Eq. (B1) giving the corrected magnetization data
without the anomalous jumps (see Fig. B5).
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B. Magnetic susceptibility measurement
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Fig. B4 Strange behavior in magnetization data at B = 5 T of buckypaper samples with jumps
near m = 0 caused by the misalignment and multiple magnetic center problems (see text for more
details).
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Fig. B5 Magnetization obtained by correcting the as-measured data shown in Fig. B4 with the
strange jumps at T = 3-8 K. The correction procedure is described in detail in the main text.
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C. Photolithography
Process of photolithography was performed in the clean booth in our laboratory. The
procedure is shown below (Fig. C1).
1. Resist coating
Photoresist S1813 was dropped on sample substrate and the substrate was rotated
with a spin coater [194] at 6000 rpm for 40 seconds to form the uniform resist layer.
Then, it was baked at 90C for 5 minutes for curing, followed by natural cooling.
Subsequent processes till after development was done under yellow lamp to avoid
unwanted exposure.
2. Exposure
The substrate was aligned with the photomask (Fig. C2) and then rmly contacted.
It was then exposed to ultraviolet light from the mercury lamp for 55 seconds to
expose the resist layer with the pattern of photomask.
3. Undercut structure formation
To make the lifto easier, undercut structure was formed along the edge of unexposed
region of the resist. The substrate was immersed in dichlorobenzene for 1 minute and
then dried in constant-temperature oven.
4. Development
The substrate was immersed in 1:5 mixture of developer S351 and distilled water at
20C for 50 seconds to remove the exposed region of the resist. It was then immersed
in distilled water for about 2 minutes to stop the development completely.
5. Vapor deposition
Metal for electrodes was vapor-deposited on the sample substrate surface in vacuum
of 10 610 7 Torr in high-vacuum deposition apparatus. To obtain good contact, it is
common to deposit such metals as chromium, titanium or paradium as underlayment
before deposition of gold. In this research, 10 nm of titanium was deposited followed
by 50 nm of gold to make the samples. Both titanium and gold were evaporated
using electron beam.
6. Lifto
The substrate was immersed in acetone for a long time to dissolve the resist and
remove the metal on it. Metal in the region exposed to ultraviolet light remains,
resulting in the electrode structure.
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Fig. C1 Procedure of photolithography [119]
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Fig. C2 An example of pho-
tomask [119]
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